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Resumo

Codificadores de posição têm um papel inegavelmente importante na indústria hoje em dia. Com o

aumento da procura por sistemas mais baratos, robustos e precisos, novas tecnologias devem ser

exploradas. Sensores TMR, com a sua elevada sensibilidade e resolução espacial, são uma possibili-

dade promisora no campo dos codificadores magnéticos. Para além disso, padrões de tinta magnética

usados atualmente em aplicações de segurança podem também conduzir à criação de fitas de codifi-

cadores mais baratas e versáteis.

De modo a encontrar a configuração ótima do dispositivo, simulações foram realizadas, tanto us-

ando um modelo teórico desenvolvido para o efeito como recorrendo à modelação de elementos fini-

tos. Usando os resultados simulados, duas configurações que obedecem aos padrões operacionais e

electrónicos definidos pela indústria foram propostas.

Para implementação em ambas as configurações, sensores TMR foram fabricados e testados, o

que revelou a melhor configuração para montagem. De seguida, medições do campo magnético criado

por estruturas magnéticas, tanto microfabricadas como impressas com tinta magnética, foram feitas

no scanner magnético existente no INESC-MN. Resultados promissores foram obtidos, validando a

configuração escolhida e possibilitando melhorias futuras para implementação em produtos comerciais.

Palavras-chave: codificadores magnéticos, junções magnéticas de efeito de túnel, simulação

de padrões magnéticos, tinta magnética, scanning magnético
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Abstract

Positional encoders play an undeniably important role in the industry nowadays. As the demand for

cheaper, more robust and more accurate systems increases, new technologies must be explored. TMR

sensors, with their high sensitivity and spatial resolution, are a promising prospect in the field of magnetic

encoders. Magnetic ink patterns that are currently used in security applications can also lead to cheaper

and more versatile encoder tracks.

To find the most optimal configuration for the device, simulations are performed both using a theo-

retical model developed for this purpose and finite elements modeling. Using the simulation results, two

configurations that comply with operational and electronic standards set by the industry are proposed.

For implementation in both configurations, TMR sensors are fabricated and tested, which revealed

the optimal configuration for mounting. Magnetic measurements were then performed with these sen-

sors in the scanner system at INESC-MN, on hard and soft magnetic media. Promising results have

been obtained, validating the device configuration chosen and allowing future improvements for imple-

mentation in commercial products.

Keywords: magnetic encoders, magnetic tunnel junctions, magnetic patterns simulation, mag-

netic ink, magnetic scanning
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Positional encoders play a crucial role in industrial production and robotics nowadays. As the demand for

highly accurate and precise industrial processes increases, so does the demand for higher accuracy and

lower cost of the positioning devices that make this possible. Currently, the most widely used encoders

are based on optical detection due to their reliability and high spatial resolution, which can go down to

the hundreds of nanometers. However, in an industrial setting, these devices are prone to operate in

dirty and dusty environments, a condition that can negatively impact their accuracy.

As such, a possible alternative has appeared in the form of magnetic based devices, as their op-

eration is not affected as heavily under these conditions. In particular, magnetoresistive sensors can

have high sensitivity and spatial resolution, while being suited for micro and nanofabrication [1, 2, 3].

Moreover, commercially available magnetic encoders make use of a magnetic tape track, which can be

replaced by a magnetic ink track, to reduce the cost and complexity of the system. The challenge lies in

producing low-cost devices based on this technology with a resolution comparable to that of the optical

encoders, as to replace the latter in harsh industrial environments.

1.2 State-of-the-art

1.2.1 Positional encoders

A positional encoder is a device that creates an analog or digital signal based on the current position of

an object that undergoes a rotational or linear movement. Such devices are currently based on optical or

magnetic phenomena, with the former being most commonly used. These systems are widely applied in

industrial automation, anti-block braking systems, referencing, proximity switching, speed detection and

other applications [4].

An encoder has two main components: a track, where the positional information is encoded, and a

reading head, that converts the information contained on the track to an electrical signal. An important

1



figure of merit for positional encoders is the pole-pitch (width of the track elements), which is related to

the resolution of the system. In this project, we are aiming towards devices that support pole pitches of

0.5, 1 and 2 mm.

Positional encoders can be split into two groups depending on the type of technology: absolute

and relative. The former returns the position of the tracked object relatively to a fixed position that is

independent from the starting point of operation. The latter returns the displacement of the tracked

object relatively to the starting point of operation. The work presented in this dissertation focuses on the

development of a relative encoder.

For commercially available optical encoders, the minimum supported pole-pitch is currently 20 µm,

as exemplified in [5]. Given that the performance of these encoders can be heavily affected in typical

industrial environments, a considerable effort is in place to bring the resolution of magnetic based sys-

tems down to similar values. For commercial magnetic encoders, such as those produced by Bogen

Electronic GmbH, the track is made out of an elastomer embedded in ferrite, with alternating north and

south poles. For most products, the stray magnetic field created by the alternating poles is detected by

a Hall-effect sensor and the reading heads support a minimum pole-pitch of 2 mm [6]. Recently, a new

line of products has been announced with TMR sensors produced at INESC-MN, capable of supporting

pole-pitches down to 80 µm [7].

1.2.2 Magnetoresistive sensors

For sensors in magnetic scanning applications, three figures of merit are usually considered: detectivity,

sensitivity and spatial resolution. The detectivity corresponds to the smallest magnetic field or variation

that the sensor can measure, while the sensitivity determines the voltage output produced by such a

magnetic field or variation and the spatial resolution corresponds to the smallest structure that can be

detected. For GePos, the aim is to measure fields as low as tens of µT and pole-pitches as small as

tens of µm, while outputting voltages in the mV range.

Current magnetic positioning devices make use of Hall-effect sensors, transducers that convert a

change in the magnetic field in the vicinity into an electric signal. Although these sensors have been

widely used so far, they are not currently capable of fulfilling the increasing demands of the industry for

higher spatial resolutions.

As such, magnetoresistive (MR) sensors appear as an improvement over Hall-effect sensors, as

these are capable of sensing fields down to nT-pT [1]. MR sensors can be divided into three cate-

gories based on its physical mechanism: anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), giant magnetoresis-

tance (GMR) and tunnel magnetic resistance (TMR). Although TMR sensors have a more complex

structure and, consequently, a more complex fabrication process than the remaining types, their mag-

netoresistance is considerably higher, making them ideal for these applications. Table 1.1 shows the

comparison between the three types of MR sensors.
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AMR GMR TMR
MR 2-5% 6-20% 70-300%

Materials cheap expensive expensive
Thermal stability 250oC 320oC 360oC

Magnetic annealing not required ≈250oC ≈350oC

Table 1.1: Comparison of different MR sensor technologies. Adapted from [8].

1.2.3 Magnetic recording

Coming from a long history of magnetic data storage technologies, magnetic tape is currently the most

cost-effective way of storing information that is not accessed often. Areal bit densities of commercial

magnetic tape are usually around 6.8 Gb/in2. Recently, a prototype with a thin magnetic layer of CoCrPt

(14 nm) has been produced with a density of 201.4 Gb/in2 [9]. Small tracks with this material will be

used in this work to validate magnetic simulations.

Although some of the magnetic storage technologies are progressively being replaced, the devel-

opments in reading head and track technologies have been used for positioning applications. In these

devices, the magnetic tape is a long stripe of elastomer impregnated with ferrite, hard coded with alter-

nating poles.

Aside from these forms of magnetic tape, another possible way of constructing tracks with magnetic

data would be to construct patterns with magnetic ink, a solution of magnetic nanoparticles. This type of

ink is currently used in banking and other security applications, for Magnetic Ink Character Recognition

(MICR) codes. These are comprised of numeric characters printed with magnetic ink in cheques and

similar documents as an additional security layer [10].

This ink usually contains ferrite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles that are responsible for its magnetic properties.

Other components include solvents, which define the viscosity of the ink; binders, responsible for some

mechanical properties; and additives, which modify the properties of the ink as deemed necessary

[11, 12]. The actual compositions of these inks are usually protected by patents detained by companies

that produce them.

1.3 Objectives and Framework

The work presented in this dissertation is inserted in the GePos project, a collaboration between Insti-

tuto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores - Microsistemas e Nanotecnologias (INESC-MN), in

Lisbon, Portugal; Bogen Electronic GmbH, in Berlin, Germany; and Octopus Fluids GmbH, in Dresden,

Germany. The current goal of the project is to produce a magnetic encoder with state-of-the-art TMR

sensors capable of detecting hard and soft magnetic ink patterns with pole-pitches of 0.5, 1 and 2 mm.

A previous dissertation has already been inserted in the scope of this project, which resulted in the

fabrication of a prototype that was capable of completing this goal [13]. However, a requirement has been

placed posteriorly, which states that such a device must also be capable of simultaneously acquiring

multiple signals along a predetermined length of the track. Therefore, the objective of this dissertation is

to fabricate a device that fulfills the aforementioned goal and complies with this requirement.
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The work has been split into two major sections, mostly developed in parallel. On one hand, an

appropriate configuration of TMR sensors had to be designed, followed by their fabrication and charac-

terization (Chapter 4). On the other, to provide feedback to the sensor development, characterization of

magnetic tracks has also been performed, both with the already designed prototype and with the result-

ing solution (Chapter 5). Both sections have been supported by magnetic simulations, which provided

information regarding the underlying limitations of the system and possible configurations to be used

(Chapter 3).

INESC-MN, which has proven to have a vast knowledge on the production of state-of-the-art TMR

sensors [8, 14], has provided the required facilities for the fabrication and testing of such devices. This

work also aims to provide the institute with a functioning prototype and know-how in magnetic encoding,

along with simulations and characterization of patterned hard and soft magnetic media.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

In this Chapter, a few concepts in Magnetostatics are firstly presented, with the purpose of obtaining a

basis for simulations of the magnetic field created by the magnetic structures in the track, shown in Chap-

ter 3. Furthermore, since most of the materials employed in this project exhibit magnetic behaviours,

be it as track constituents or as thin films for magnetic sensors, a brief overview on the properties of

magnetic materials is presented.

In the last section, the structure and functioning of Magnetic Tunnel Junctions is described. Some

linearization strategies are mentioned, since these will be applied in the fabrication of sensors described

in Chapter 4.

2.1 Topics on Magnetostatics

To model the magnetic field created by the structures in the track, Maxwell’s differential equation for the

magnetic flux density B can be firstly considered [15]:

∇ ·B = 0 (2.1)

This equation shows that the magnetic flux density, also known as B-field, is divergenceless, having

no sources or sinks. Another important field in magnetostatics is the magnetic field, or H-field, which

relates to the magnetic flux density through the following equation:

B = µ0 (H + M) (2.2)

µ0 is the vacuum permeability, equal to 4π × 10−7 H/m, and M is the magnetization. As such, while

the magnetic flux density has no sources or sinks, the same is not true for the magnetic field. In fact,

combining equations (2.1) and (2.2), one obtains:

∇ ·H = −∇ ·M (2.3)

This result is very similar to the differential form of Gauss’s law for the electric field E and the electric
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charge density ρ: ∇ · E = ρ
ε0

, where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, equal to 8.854× 10−12 F/m. As such,

the same mathematical treatment that is used in electrostatics to solve this integral can be applied to

equation (2.3) [16]. However, it should be noted that, unlike electric charges, magnetic charges do not

exist and what is observed are magnetic dipoles, commonly referred to as North and South. Therefore,

while these fictitious charges are useful as a mathematical tool in magnetostatics, they do not accurately

represent the reality.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the geometry for integration of equation (2.4). The direction of the magnetic
field and magnetization vectors is arbitrary. Adapted from [16].

Using this consideration, the magnetic field created by a generic magnetized volume (represented

in Figure 2.1) can be obtained and is shown in equation (2.4). In this equation, r is the position vector

of the point where the field is being calculated, r′ is the position vector of the infinitesimal charge being

considered and en is the outward surface normal at r′.

H(r) = − 1

4π

∫
V

d3r′ [∇ ·M(r′)]
r− r′

|r− r′|3
+

1

4π

∫
S

d2r′ [M(r′) · en]
r− r′

|r− r′|3
(2.4)

This equation constitutes the basis for simulations of the magnetic field created by the magnetic

structures in the track, described in Chapter 3. In this case, the integration volume V corresponds to the

volume occupied by each structure and the integration surface S corresponds to their outer surface.

2.2 Properties of Magnetic Materials

When exposed to an external magnetic field, different materials can exhibit different behaviours [15].

Materials whose magnetic moments tend to align themselves in the opposite direction of the magnetic

field that is being applied are called diamagnetic. This effect is due to the lack of unpaired electrons and

is present in all materials. However, in some substances other effects are more prevalent and dictate

the overall magnetic behaviour.

An opposite effect occurs in paramagnetic materials, when unpaired electrons exist. In this case, the

magnetic moments of the electrons tend to align themselves with the applied magnetic field. However,

these materials do not present spontaneous magnetization at zero field.

Ferromagnetic materials, on the other hand, have their electrons aligned with the external magnetic
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field and can exhibit a spontaneous magnetization. To minimize the energy of the system, there is a

tendency for the magnetic moments of the atoms to be parallel to each other locally, creating structures

known as magnetic domains. In an initial state and with no external field present, the domains are

aligned so that the total magnetization of the system is zero. When an external magnetic field is applied,

the magnetization of the material increases as the domain boundaries shift and the individual magnetic

moments align themselves with that same field. If a saturation state is reached, i. e., the magnetization

reaches a maximum (MS), and the external field is removed, it is possible that the system does not return

to its initial state. Instead, some magnetization can still exist, designated remanent magnetization (MR).

This behaviour is represented in hysteresis curves, such as the one shown in Figure 2.2. Above the

Curie temperature, characteristic of the substance, ferromagnetic materials behave like paramagnets.

Figure 2.2: Typical hysteresis curve of a ferromagnetic material. Adapted from [15].

Additionally, ferromagnetic materials can be distinguished depending on how close their MR is to

MS . If MR ≈ MS , the material is a hard ferromagnet. If MS > MR, the material is a soft ferromagnet.

Materials used in this work are mostly soft magnetic, therefore the need of increasing their magnetization

during scanning with permanent magnets.

If the dimensions of a ferromagnet are reduced enough, a state might be reached where only a single

magnetic domain can exist. As such, all the magnetic moments in the sample behave as one and no

remanent magnetization can exist. This is the case of magnetic nanoparticles with very small diameters

(approximately <100 nm, but dependent on the material).

In antiferromagnets, the presence of an external magnetic field causes the magnetic moments to

become anti-parallel locally instead of parallel. As such, these materials present an overall magnetiza-

tion equal to zero, although a local magnetization exists. Similarly to ferromagnets, antiferromagnetic

materials lose their behaviour above the Néel temperature.

2.3 Magnetic Tunnel Junctions

This section constitutes an overview on Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJs), with descriptions of their

functioning and structure. It also includes a brief discussion on linearization strategies, as these would

be helpful in understanding the reasoning behind the fabrication process described in Chapter 4. Fur-
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thermore, some figures of merit for MR sensors are listed, which will be evaluated also in Chapter 4 for

the fabricated sensors.

2.3.1 Magnetoresistance

Magnetoresistance (MR) is defined as the variation of the resistance of a device depending on the in-

tensity of an externally applied magnetic field. MR sensors, defined by this property, are solid state

transducers that convert an external magnetic field into a resistance, provided that a bias current is sup-

plied [1]. The resistance of these sensors ranges from Rmax to Rmin. Usually written as a percentage,

MR is quantified using the following equation:

MR =
Rmax −Rmin

Rmin
=

∆R

Rmin
(2.5)

As mentioned in Chapter 1, MR sensors are divided into three types: AMR, GMR and TMR. Out of

these, TMR sensors can achieve the highest MR and have been chosen to be implemented in GePos.

2.3.2 Structure and TMR effect

TMR sensors are based on the tunnel magnetoresistance effect that occurs in MTJs. In their most basic

form, these structures are comprised of two ferromagnetic (FM) layers separated by an insulating barrier,

in a sandwich-type structure. In a TMR sensor, one of these layers is referred to as reference, fixed or

pinned layer as its magnetization will be fixed and the other is known as sensing or free layer, as its

magnetization is free to rotate.

An electric current applied perpendicularly to the plane of these layers creates the possibility of

non-diffuse spin dependent tunnelling occurring, which results in the TMR effect [17]. The spin of the

tunnelling electron is conserved, which implies that spin up electrons in the Fermi level of the first FM

layer will occupy spin up states at the Fermi level of the second FM layer. This is also valid for spin

down states, which indicates that this tunnelling can be interpreted as two spin channels operating

independently.

An imbalance between the number of spin up and spin down states at the Fermi level exists in

ferromagnetic materials, which results in a spin dependent tunnelling. The conductance in the barrier is

dependent on the relative magnetization of the FM layers: when in a parallel state, the resistance of the

structure reaches a minimum, and in an antiparallel one, the resistance is at its maximum.

2.3.3 Linearization strategies for Magnetic Tunnel Junctions

An ideal curve of a TMR sensor is shown in Figure 2.1, which depicts the Rmax and Rmin plateaus

separated by a linear region. However, simply depositing the basic structure of an MTJ (FM/I/FM) does

not result in this response and several strategies need to be used to guarantee linearity.

For ferromagnetic layers with micrometric dimensions, such as those used for TMR sensors, the

Stoner-Wohlfarth model can be used [18]. These layers can be considered to behave like single mag-
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Figure 2.3: Ideal curve of a MR sensor with a linear response. The blue and green arrows represent the
magnetization of the pinned and free layers, respectively.

netic domains, which implies that their magnetization is fixed in amplitude (MS), although it is free to

rotate. For the free layer, its total energy (EFL) has contributions from external magnetic field sources

(Eapp) and from internal anisotropies (Ek) [8]:

EFL = Eapp + Ek (2.6)

Eapp can be defined as:

Eapp
VFL

= −µ0Happ ·MSL (2.7)

The anisotropy term can also have two different types of contribution. One is intrinsic to the fabrica-

tion process of the material (in this case, an unaxial anisotropy) and can be written as:

Euk
VFL

= −Ku sin2 φ (2.8)

Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy constant and φ is the angle between the free layer magnetization and

its induced easy axis (e.a.) during deposition. This corresponds to a magnetic field defined as:

Hk =
2Ku

µ0MS
(2.9)

The self-demagnetizing field term depends on the shape of the material. For ferromagnetic thin films,

whose thickness is much smaller than the other dimensions, this term can be written as:

Edk
VFL

=
µ0

2
Nh(MS)2 cos2 ψ (2.10)

Nh is defined as the component of the demagnetizing tensor N along the sensing direction and ψ is

the angle between that direction and the magnetization.

In TMR sensors, the Eapp component of the free layer has three contributions: one from the external

magnetic field applied to the sensor (Eext), another from the effect of the demagnetizing field of the

reference layer (Hd
ref ) and a third from the Néel coupling at the interfaces between the spacer and the
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(a) Parallel configuration (b) Perpendicular configuration

Figure 2.4: Configurations with parallel and perpendicular easy axes of the reference and free layers.
Adapted from [8].

ferromagnetic layers [19].

Two configurations are possible for this type of structures, considering that the fixed layer always

has its e.a. in the direction of the applied magnetic field. One configuration exists when the e.a. of

both layers are parallel (Figure 2.4a) and another when these are perpendicular (Figure 2.4b). For the

parallel case, the equation for the energy of the free layer becomes:

Epart

VFL
= µ0MS

[
sin2 θ

2
(Hk −NhMS) +

NhMS

2
− cos θ(Hext −Hd

ref +HN )

]
(2.11)

And for the perpendicular case:

Epert

VFL
= µ0MS

[
cos2 θ

2
(Hk +NhMS)− cos θ(Hext −Hd

ref +HN )

]
(2.12)

The method to solve these two equations and obtain their transfer curves is detailed in [8]. The

parallel case can result in two types of response: square and linear. The perpendicular case always

leads to a linear response, as shown in Figure 2.3. Any hybrid cases will have a behaviour in between

both responses.

As deposited, MTJs in a FM/I/FM are in the parallel case and present a square response, which is

not ideal. As such, additional layers and further processing are necessary to bring the structure to the

perpendicular configuration. This guarantees orthogonality between the e.a. of the fixed and free layers

and, consequently, a linear response.

Pinning strategies

A widely used strategy to ensure orthogonality is to pin the magnetization of the reference layer by

introducing an exchange coupling. This is done through the usage of an antiferromagnetic (AFM) layer

under (bottom-pinned sensor) or above (top-pinned sensor) the reference.

It is possible to further reinforce this reference by utilizing a synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF) struc-

ture. This structure is comprised of two FM layers separated by a thin non-magnetic layer. Depending

on the thickness of this spacer, the two FM layers are coupled through Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida

(RKKY) coupling [15] and form a structure that shares the behaviour of an AFM. In a sensor, the struc-

ture becomes free layer / barrier / reference layer / spacer / pinned layer / AFM, as represented in Figure
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2.5. The SAF structure provides more magnetic and thermal stability than the simpler structure with just

an AFM layer [20].

Figure 2.5: Typical structure of a TMR sensor with a SAF structure and a pinning AFM.

The e.a. of the pinned layer is adjusted to be in the sensing direction of the sensor through annealing

of the sample after fabrication. During this annealing (step 24 of the fabrication process, described in

section 4.2), an external magnetic field is applied to the sample along the sensing direction, while it is

heated.

Shape anisotropy

Another strategy is to introduce shape anisotropy in the system by making one of its dimensions

considerably larger than the other, as the e.a. will be more easily defined along the longest dimension.

Having L�W, as shown in Figure 2.4, facilitates the definition of the e.a. in a perpendicular direction to

the external magnetic field and, consequently, perpendicular to the e.a. of the reference layer.

Thin sensing layer

As mentioned above, the Stoner-Wohlfarth model is applicable for sensing layers that present the

behaviour of a single magnetic domain, i.e., that are in the superparamagnetic limit. However, for this

assumption to be valid, a very thin sensing layer is necessary. A sensing layer of (Co70Fe30)80B20 with

a thickness of 2 nm is used in the work presented in this dissertation.

Soft-pinned sensing layer

Similarly to how the fixed layer is pinned to its AFM, it is possible to introduce another AFM layer

adjacent to the free layer to create exchange coupling. This exchange field has to be weaker than that

between the fixed layer and its AFM as it can affect the saturation field of the sensor, and thus the term

soft-pinned sensing layer. This structure is shown in Figure 2.6.

To guarantee that the e.a. of the top AFM layer (in a bottom-pinned configuration) is perpendicular

to that of the bottom AFM layer, a second annealing can be done (step 29 in section 4.2) with the

external magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the sensing direction. This has to be done at a lower
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Figure 2.6: Typical structure of a TMR sensor with a soft-pinned sensing layer.

temperature to avoid overwriting the effect of the first annealing.

2.3.4 Figures of merit for MR sensors

The magnetoresistance (MR) constitutes a figure of merit by itself. For sensors fabricated with the

process described in section 4.2, this value is around 170-200%.

The slope of the transfer curve corresponds to the sensitivity S of the sensor and is usually expressed

in different ways depending on what is being emphasized. It can be expressed in units of resistance per

unit of magnetic field; in units of voltage per unit of magnetic field by multiplying the bias current; or in

percentage of MR per unit of magnetic field through normalization:

S =
1

Rmin

(
∆R

∆H

)
=

MR

(∆H)linear
[%/T ] (2.13)

Another common figure of merit for MR sensors is the detectivity D, which corresponds to the small-

est magnetic field or variation that can be measured and is defined as:

D =
1

S

√
αH
fA

[T/
√
Hz] (2.14)

The detectivity has not been evaluated for the sensors presented in Chapter 4, but it is usually in the

nT/
√
Hz range.

Two other important values are the offset field Hf and coercivity Hc. Hf , as shown in Figure 2.7,

corresponds to the curve deviation in x from its centered position. Hc is defined as half of the distance in

x between the two hysteresis branches when calculated halfway between the two resistance plateaus.

The existence of coercivity is due to the non-orthogonality between the reference and free layer, as it

creates a hybrid between a square and a linear response.
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(a) Offset field (b) Coercivity

Figure 2.7: Representation of the definition of offset field and coercivity in transfer curves.
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Chapter 3

System Description and Simulations

In this chapter, the magnetic scanning system at INESC-MN is described and compared to the final

application for which these sensors are destined. Some of the requirements of the sensor and reading

head are listed, which will be relevant for the sensor configurations chosen in Chapter 4.2. Two of the

current limitations of the scanner are also discussed.

Furthermore, simulations for the magnetic field created by the track based on the calculations de-

scribed in the previous chapter are presented, along simulations performed with finite element modeling

(FEM), to assess the influence of the PM in the system.

Finally, two magnetic shielding solutions are discussed: one for shielding the magnetic field at the

level of the PM and another at the level of the sensor.

3.1 System Description

Scanner components

Figures 3.1a and b show photographs of the scanning system existent at INESC-MN, initially destined

for NDT (Non-Destructive Testing) purposes [21, 22]. The reading head, where the sensor is connected

to, can be moved in the y and z directions, while the table can be moved in the x direction. As such, the

user can choose to perform a one-dimensional scan in the x or y directions or a two-dimensional scan in

the xOy plane. Movement in the z direction is used to modify the distance between the sensor and the

sample, henceforth known as reading distance (RD).

The movement of the reading head and table is controlled by 3 stepper motors that ensure micro-

metric precision.

The system also contains the following electronic components:

• a function generator (Agilent 33210A) to provide biasing to the sensor, set to a sine waveform with

a frequency of 10 kHz;

• another function generator (Agilent 33250A) to provide a 10 kHz reference frequency to the lock-in

amplifier;
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(a) Complete scanner (b) Reading head detail

Figure 3.1: Scanner system at INESC-MN including reading head (movement in y and z directions),
movable table (movement in the x direction) and associated electronics.

Scanner at INESC-MN Positioning application
Sample length several cm several m

Movement stepped with fixed speed continuous with variable speed
Encoder type linear linear or rotary

Biasing voltage source current source

Table 3.1: Differences between the scanner at INESC-MN and the final application.

• a 200 kHz bandwidth lock-in amplifier (Signal Recovery 7265), where the sensor output is con-

nected, that demodulates the signal.

Although this system is very useful for prototype testing after fabrication and characterization of mag-

netic track samples, a few differences can be pointed out relatively to the final application of the sensors,

summarized in Table 3.1. It is out of the scope of INESC-MN to evaluate the possible effects of these

differences in the performance of the sensors, but it is important to keep them in mind, as potential

changes might have to be made to account for them. For example, it is challenging to maintain the same

RD throughout entire tracks several meters long, compared to smaller ones. Moreover, the acquisition

frequency affects the 1/f noise of TMR sensors [1], and thus different scanning velocities would result in

signals with different SNR.

System requirements

For the GePos project, since some of the tracks to be measured are soft magnetic, it is required to

include permanent magnets (PM) in the vicinity of the samples, to increase their magnetization. This

has been done using polylactic acid (PLA) holders printed in a Witbox 1.0 3D printer. The PM have their

properties described in Table 3.2 and their positioning will be addressed later in this chapter.

The full set of components of the system (sensor, PM, track and electronics) has to fulfill a few
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Dimensions (mm3) µr Br (T)
1 × 10 × 4 (thickness × length × width) 1.05 1.43

Table 3.2: Properties of the permanent magnets used in this work, as stated by the manufacturer.

predetermined requirements:

1. the output signal needs to have a sine-like behaviour;

2. the scanning has to be parallel to the length of the track (x axis in Figure 3.1a);

3. it has to be possible to scan the track in both directions along that axis;

4. the PM have to be placed inside the reading head, not on the level of the track or under it;

5. two or more simultaneous signals must be acquired in different positions of the track, meaning that

a configuration with multiple sensors or sensing elements is mandatory;

6. the sensitivity of the sensors has to be greater than 2.5 mV/mT;

7. the output of the sensors has to be larger than 10 mV in differential mode (7 mV in the current

implementation, see section 4.1).

Requirement 1 will define which magnetization directions can be used, as described in the next sec-

tion. Requirements 2, 3 and 4 will limit the possible sensor orientations and PM positions, addressed

previously to this dissertation [13] and summarized in Chapters 3.2 and 4.1. Requirement 5 will further

limit the possible sensor orientations and is currently the main challenge of the project. Requirements 6

and 7 pertain to the sensor properties and reading head electronics and will be mentioned in Chapters

4 and 5.

Scanner limitations

At the start of this dissertation, the scanning system contained two major limitations:

1. the RD was set by lowering the sensor until it touched the sample and then increasing its height

to the desired position. The difficulty with this method was to know accurately when there was

contact between the sensor and the sample, as this was done visually. Along with any uniformities

of the surface of the sample which were not accounted for, this would have placed the precision

and accuracy of the reading distance in the 200-300 µm range. The reading distances used for

scanning are usually 500 µm and lower, making this a ≥50% relative error that made it difficult to

compare different samples. Furthermore, this method was also prone to damaging the sensor and

the sample;

2. the placement of the sample was also done visually and the table and sensor inclinations were not

accounted for. When characterizing and comparing samples, one had to take into account that the

output signals could include the effect of any non-quantified misalignments between the sensor

and the sample.
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Both these limitations are addressed in Chapter 5.

3.2 Simulations

This section includes simulations of the magnetic field created by the track, obtained by solving equation

(2.4) for magnetizations along the x, y and z directions. This is useful in determining which magnetization

directions are usable for the final application.

Figure 3.2: Graphical User Interface developed in Java FX for the magnetic pattern simulation model.

To represent the solutions from this equation in graphical form, an Octave script was initially used.

However, due to the repetitive nature of these simulations, it proved to be faster and more convenient to

do the same implementation with a Graphical User Interface (GUI). For this, the program was rewritten

in Java SE 8 and the Java FX library was used for the GUI, shown in Figure 3.2. This allows the user

to change all the relevant parameters of the simulation while it is running, as well as choosing which

direction of the magnetic field to represent. Furthermore, it is also possible to export the data, as well as

exporting and importing the simulation parameters used. The code written for this application is included

in Appendix A.

In the end, this proved to be a fast way to test different parameters and configurations during the

course of this project. It should also be an easier way to pass on these simulations to whoever wishes

to utilize this resource in the future.

Simulations done with FEM to determine the effect of the PM in different configurations are also

included at the end of this section.

3.2.1 Magnetic patterns

For these simulations, parameters referring to Co66Cr16Pt18 structures microfabricated at INESC-MN

were used since their properties are easy to control and measure, unlike those of magnetic ink struc-

tures. These structures are represented in Figure 3.3 and their parameters are as follows:
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• thickness (t) = 1000 Å;

• length (L) = 5 mm;

• pole-pitch (PP ) = 1 mm;

• magnetization (M0) = 605.04 kA/m;

• number of structures (N ) = 6.

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the track used in simulations. The grey rectangles represent
the CoCrPt structures, deposited on a glass substrate.

The magnetization value used for these simulations refers to the magnetization in the presence of

PM of previously used CoCrPt structures [23] and, therefore, differ from the result presented in Chapter

5. Nonetheless, since the purpose of these simulations is to assess the tendency of the magnetic field

created by the scales and not necessarily its peak-to-peak amplitude, the conclusions drawn are still

valid.

Equation (2.4) can be split into two components: a volumetric component and an areal component.

If the magnetization across a structure can be considered constant, i.e. ∆M = 0, then the volumetric

component is negligible.

Magnetization along the x direction

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the simulated structures with magnetization in the x direction.

When a structure is magnetized in the x direction (see Figure 3.4), it can be considered that its

properties are constant in the y-axis and a 2D approach can be followed [16]. Using this assumption,

equation (2.4) becomes:

H(r) =
M0

2π

∫
dr′

r− r′

|r− r′|2
(3.1)

A possible approach to solving this equation is described in [16]. However, this is only applicable to

magnetization along the x and z axes. For this reason, a different mathematical approach is followed
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that results in the same final equations. Considering that r = x ex + z ez and r′ = x′ ex + z′ ez, and that

the integral is done between zA and zB we can write:

H(x, z) =
M0

2π

[∫ zB

zA

dz′
x− x′

(x− x′)2 + (z − z′)2
ex +

∫ zB

zA

dz′
z − z′

(x− x′)2 + (z − z′)2
ez

]
(3.2)

This equation only gives the magnetic field created by one of the lines in Figure 3.5. It is then

necessary to add the contribution of the second line and, afterwards, of the N structures present on the

track. As such, this results in equations (3.4) and (3.5). The component along y is zero. The geometric

parameters used are shown in Figure 3.5 and described in equation (3.3).

Figure 3.5: Geometric parameters of a simulated structure with magnetization in the x direction, when
the magnetic stray field is calculated at a generic point Q with coordinates (x,z). The green and blue
edges correspond to the lines where the integral is being calculated.
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(
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)
ez
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(
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)
ez

r′
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3 = [x− 2k · PP ] ex +

(
z + t

2

)
ez

r′
k
4 = [x− (2k + 1) · PP ] ex +

(
z + t

2

)
ez

, k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1} (3.3)

Hx(x, z) =
M0

2π

N−1∑
k=0

(
∆θk2 −∆θk1

)
(3.4)

Hz(x, z) =
M0

2π

N−1∑
k=0

(
log

rk4
rk2
− log

rk3
rk1

)
(3.5)

Using these results, the total magnetic field components in the x and z directions are shown in

Figures 3.6a and b.

It can be seen that both components are periodic, fulfilling requirement 1 from above. While both

options are usable, the signal from the z component is centered around zero, which is preferred for the

reading head electronics, as it requires no components for offset compensation. It can also be observed

that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the curves is more uniform in the central region of the track, while

the boundary structures create peaks with larger amplitudes. This is due to the fact that the boundary

structures are not coupled with any others to their left or right and their resulting magnetic field is not as

affected. This behaviour is evidenced in Figures 3.7a and b, which show the individual contribution of

each structure to the total magnetic field.
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(a) x component (b) z component

Figure 3.6: x and z components created by a track magnetized in the x direction with 6 structures and
at a reading distance of 0.5 mm. The position of the structures is represented in grey.

(a) x component (b) z component

Figure 3.7: Individual contribution of each structure for the x and z components of the magnetic field.

Magnetization along the y direction

For magnetization in the y direction (see Figure 3.8), no analytical solution has been found, as it is

not possible to do the same simplification as before to reduce it to a 2D problem.

Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the simulated structures with magnetization in the y direction.
The red dashed line represents the location of the cross-section that results in a problem similar to the
integration for magnetization along x.

Therefore, a semi-analytical approach has been followed. If a cross-section along the yOz of a

structure magnetized along the y axis is done, an equivalent case to the magnetization along the x axis

is obtained. As such, to obtain the resulting magnetic field, it is possible to integrate analytically along
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the green and blue lines in Figure 3.9 (identical approach as before) and then integrate numerically along

the x axis (for a distance equal to PP), constructing the red surfaces.

Figure 3.9: Representation of a single structure magnetized in the y direction. The red surfaces corre-
spond to the integration surfaces, constructed by integrating analytically along the green and blue lines,
and then integrating numerically along the x axis (for a distance PP).

This approach results in the total magnetic field curve shown in Figure 3.10 for the y component,

calculated along the center line of the track, where the sensor will be placed. The individual contributions

for each structure are also shown in the same figure. From these calculations, the components in the x

and z directions are zero.

(a) y component (b) contribution of individual structures

Figure 3.10: y component of the magnetic field created by a track with 6 structures magnetized in the y
direction, measured on the center line and at a reading distance of 0.5 mm. The position of the structures
is represented in grey.

As the component in the y direction is not periodic, it cannot be used for this application. If the same

calculations are performed on the boundary region (y ± 2.5 mm), the result shown in Figure 3.11 is

obtained for the component along the z axis. In this case, although the component in the z direction is

periodic, it has a very high offset, making it undesirable.

As such, magnetizing along the y axis shows no usable solutions.
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(a) z component (b) contribution of individual structures

Figure 3.11: z component of the magnetic field created by a track with 6 structures magnetized in the y
direction, measured on the boundary region and at a reading distance of 0.5 mm. The position of the
structures is represented in grey.

Magnetization along the z direction

Figure 3.12: Schematic representation of the simulated structures with magnetization in the z direction.

Solving equation (2.4) for this case (see Figure 3.12) is very similar to solving for the magnetization

in the x direction. In fact, equation (3.1) results in:

H(x, z) =
M0

2π

[∫ xB

xA

dx′
x− x′

(x− x′)2 + (z − z′)2
ex +

∫ xB

xA

dx′
z − z′

(x− x′)2 + (z − z′)2
ez

]
(3.6)

Solving this equation results in equations (3.7) and (3.8). The component along y is zero. The

geometrical parameters are identical to those described in equation (3.3), and are shown in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Geometric parameters of a simulated structure with magnetization in the z direction, when
the magnetic stray field is calculated at a generic point Q with coordinates (x,z). The red and orange
edges correspond to the lines where the integral is being calculated.
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Hx(x, z) =
M0

2π

N−1∑
k=0

(
log

rk2
rk1
− log

rk4
rk3

)
(3.7)

Hz(x, z) =
M0

2π

N−1∑
k=0

(
∆θk4 −∆θk3

)
(3.8)

The representations of these results are shown in Figures 3.14a and b. It can be noted that these

results are identical to those for the magnetization along x, but swapped and inverted. As such, once

again, both components of the field are periodic. However, unlike before, the x component of the signal

is the one with the lower offset, making it a more convenient choice than the z component.

(a) x component (b) z component

Figure 3.14: x and z components created by a track magnetized in the z direction with 6 structures and
at a reading distance of 0.5 mm. The position of the structures is represented in grey.

Different pole separation

The simulations were also adjusted for tracks where the separation between two consecutive poles

was not equal to their width (pole-pitch). Simulation curves were obtained for PP = 1 mm and separations

between 0.25 and 1.75 mm. For each curve, as exemplified in Figure 3.15, the distance between two

consecutive maxima or minima was always equal to the PP plus the separation between poles. This

result will be useful in interpreting measurements of tracks with equal PP and different separation in

Chapter 5.

In depth magnetization

Up until now, all calculations have been performed under the assumption that the magnetization

is constant across an entire structure. However, if the structure is thick enough (greater than a few

dozens of µm), it is possible that the magnetization decreases along its depth. To assess the influence

of this possibility, equation (2.4) has been solved while considering the volumetric component. These

calculations do not account for other possible sources of non-uniformity of the magnetization, such as

boundary effects and changes in the magnetization along the x axis, an important factor in magnetic

recording [16, 24, 25].
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Figure 3.15: z component of the magnetic field created by structures magnetized in the x direction, with
separations between poles of 0.5, 1 and 2 mm. The distance (in x) between peaks is displayed for each
curve.

As the results for magnetization in the x and z directions are equivalent, and the curves for the

magnetization in the y direction are not ideal for this application, only the calculations for magnetization

along the x axis are shown.

(a) linear transition (b) arctangent transition

Figure 3.16: Two types of magnetization decrease with structure depth considered. α is a value between
0 and 1.

Two cases have been considered and exemplified in Figure 3.16: a linear decrease of the magneti-

zation with the structure depth, as shown in equation (3.9), or a decrease with an arctangent transition,

as shown in equation (3.10). The latter is used extensively when studying the effect of bit transitions in

the x axis in magnetic recording [26, 27, 28], as it produces an analytical solution in those cases. The

parameter α corresponds to the total variation of the magnetization over the entire thickness.

M(z) =
αM0

t
z +

M0

2
, α ∈ [0, 1] (3.9)

M(z) = −αM0

2π
tan−1

(cz
t

)
− M0

2
, α ∈ [0, 1], c > 0 (3.10)

In the case of transitions along the z axis, an analytical solution only appears when using a linear

transition. Considering a linear transition and that the structure properties are constant along the y axis,

the volumetric component in equation (2.4) becomes:
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H(r) =
αM0

2πt

∫∫
d2r′

r− r′

|r− r′|2
(3.11)

Replacing r and r′ by their respective cartesian coordinates, we obtain:

H(x, z) =
αM0

2πt

∫ xB

xA

∫ zB

zA

dx′dz′
x− x′

(x− x′)2 + (z − z′)2
ex

+
αM0

2πt

∫ xB

xA

∫ zB

zA

dx′dz′
z − z′

(x− x′)2 + (z − z′)2
ez

(3.12)

Solving this equation results in two magnetic field components along the x and z axes shown in (3.14)

and (3.15). There is no component along the y axis. The used parameters are described in (3.13), aside

from those already included in equation (3.3).



x1 = x− 2k · PP

x2 = x− (2k + 1) · PP

z1 = z − t
2

z2 = z + t
2

(3.13)

Hx(x, z) =
αM0

2πt

[
∆θ1x1 −∆θ2x2 − log

(
r1
r2

)
z1 + log

(
r3
r4

)
z2

]
(3.14)

Hz(x, z) = −αM0

2πt

[
∆θ3z1 −∆θ4z2 − log

(
r1
r3

)
x1 + log

(
r2
r4

)
x2

]
(3.15)

It was observed that integrating the linear case analytically and the arctangent case numerically

using the trapezoidal rule would produce results identical up to 5 significant figures. We consider that

this does not warrant a separate analysis, as it is not possible to theoretically or empirically validate the

accuracy of either type of transition.

The effect of this magnetization decrease depends a lot on the value of α and the structure thickness.

As such, if this effect is present in real structures, the variations in the magnetization have to be very

small. It is also possible that other contributions that hinder this effect exist and are not accounted for in

these simulations.

As it is unlikely that the thin CoCrPt film presents this behaviour, the simulations were done for struc-

tures 10 times thicker and with a magnetization 10 times smaller. Figure 3.17 includes four examples for

different values of α.

Aside from a large variation of the behaviour in the y axis, a small offset in the x direction is also

observed, although the distance between peaks remains constant. This offset could also affect the

accuracy of a system with a track comprised of structures with this behaviour.

Although the effect of magnetization variations along the depth of a structure is very evident in these

curves, it would be hard to quantify this variation experimentally with the tools we have at our disposal.

Therefore, if these effects appear in experimental results, it cannot be concluded that their sole cause are

magnetization variations along the z axis, only that they are a possible explanation for such observations.
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Figure 3.17: z component of the magnetic field created by 6 structures magnetized in the x direction, at
a reading distance of 0.5 mm and different values of the α parameter.

3.2.2 Magnetic field created by the permanent magnets

As the magnetic field curves created by magnetizing the structures in each of the 3 directions are now

known, it is important to address the placement of the PM in the reading head so that the track is

effectively magnetized in one of these directions.

Since it would be desirable that the magnetization of the track is as high as possible, then the possible

configurations would, ideally, have the PM as close as possible to the track. This rules out solutions that

would have the PM placed above the sensor. Placing the PM next to or under the track would also go

against requirement 4, which mandates that they need to be placed inside the reading head. Therefore,

the PM have to be placed on the same level as the sensor.

On the other hand, requirement 3 states that the reading head must be usable in both directions,

meaning that a set of two PM is mandatory. As shown in Figure 3.18, two possibilities arise: placing the

two PM on the front and on the back of the sensor or placing them on the sides.

(a) front and back (b) left and right

Figure 3.18: Possible placement of the two PM relatively to the sensor. The sensor and the PM holder
will be placed inside the volume represented by the dashed cube.

The magnetization direction of the structures is now dependent on the positioning of the poles of the

PM. Since magnetizing the structures in the x direction is equivalent to magnetizing in the y direction,

apart from a 90o rotation, this will be referred to as in-plane (IP) magnetization. On the other hand,

magnetization in the z direction will be referred to as out-of-plane (OOP) magnetization.

Utilizing the previous assumptions, 4 configurations were simulated with FEM, whose schematics are
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shown in Figure 3.19 and results are shown in Figure 3.22. Ideally, the distance between the PM would

be as short as possible, to maximize the signal reaching the track, while also allowing the placement of

a PCB with the TMR chip between them. As such, a distance of 6 mm between the two PM has been

considered.

Figure 3.19: 4 different PM configurations simulated with FEM.

Figure 3.20 shows that the magnetic field created by the PM in the track region for configurations A2

(21-37 mT) and B2 (28-36 mT) is not very strong, when compared to that of A1 (72-75 mT) and B1 (67-

69 mT). Therefore, A2 and B2 are not ideal configurations, A1 is suitable for IP magnetization and B1 for

OOP magnetization. Considering that magnetizing the structures in the y axis is not an ideal situation,

A1 can only be used to magnetize in the x axis, which will create a magnetic field with components in x

and z. B1 will always magnetize in the z axis, also creating magnetic field components in x and z. For

A1, the PM will have to be placed on front and back of the sensor (Figure 3.18a), whereas for B1 they

can be placed in both orientations (Figure 3.18a and b).

It is also important to mention that any magnetic field component existent in the sensor plane will

affect its output. Therefore, since the PM on the front and back create components in the xOz plane,

placing the sensor in that plane will require magnetic shielding, as discussed in the next section. On

the other hand, since the project was at an advanced stage at this point, solutions that included placing

the sensor in the xOy plane or aligning its longer dimension with the z axis were rejected, as their

development would take longer than the allocated time for GePos.

The flowchart in Figure 3.21 summarizes the possible configurations found in this Chapter so far. As

shown, only two configurations are currently possible to implement: one with the sensor placed in the

xOz plane and another with the sensor placed in the yOz plane, both with the sensing direction along

the z axis. These configurations will be henceforth known as perpendicular sensing solution and parallel

sensing solution, respectively.
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(a) Configuration A1 (b) Configuration A2

(c) Configuration B1 (d) Configuration B2

Figure 3.20: Simulation results for the 4 PM configurations considered. Magnetic field values are in-
dicated in the region halfway between the PM for the IP component in A1 and B2 and for the OOP
component in A2 and B1.

Figure 3.21: Summary of possible sensor and PM configurations.
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3.3 Magnetic Shielding Configurations

As stated above, the perpendicular sensing solution will require shielding from the magnetic field created

by the PM. In this section, two shielding strategies are discussed, one for a macroscopic implementation

to shield at the level of the PM, and a microscopic one to shield at the level of the sensors. The PM

separation considered above (6 mm) would not be enough to accommodate the printed circuit board

(PCB) with the chip mounted on it. Therefore, these simulations have been done for a separation of 11

mm, which creates a magnetic field in the track region of around 20 mT.

3.3.1 Shielding at the permanent magnets level

The principle of this strategy is to utilize a highly permeable material placed in the vicinity of the PM as

to guide the magnetic field away from the area where the sensor is located. We chose to use µ-metal, a

material with a relative permeability of 4000, which is supplied in sheets with 0.4 mm of thickness. FEM

simulations were then performed with a sheet of this material, as shown in Figure 3.22.

(a) Cross section in the xOz plane (b) Magnetic flux density at the sensor level

(c) Magnetic flux density at the track level

Figure 3.22: Simulation results for the magnetic shielding with a 0.4 mm µ-metal sheet.

In this case, the magnetic field along the x axis has been attenuated to 4 mT. However, the magnetic

field in the sample region is also heavily affected (attenuated to 3 mT), which is highly undesirable, as

it compromises the magnetization of the structures and, consequently, the signal output of the sensors.

Therefore, we conclude that this shielding strategy is not a good solution.
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Furthermore, it is also likely that the field created by the magnetized structures would be affected by

the presence of µ-metal, an hypothesis that remains untested. Finally, introducing µ-metal sheets also

adds an extra component to the system, which would increase its costs. As such, the entities involved

in the project made the decision not to further pursue this type of solution.

3.3.2 Shielding at the sensor level

As the previous strategy, due to its macroscopic nature, is shielding both the magnetic field that reaches

the sensor and the sample, a local shielding solution could prove to be more advantageous, as it should

not compromise the magnetization of the structures as much.

INESC-MN has a long history of utilizing structures known as Magnetic Flux Guides (MFG) made of

Cobalt Zirconium and Niobium (CZN) to guide external magnetic fields in the desired direction [29, 30].

Usually, these structures are deposited above the sensor level as magnetic flux concentrators, which

guide an external magnetic field that is to be detected to the sensor region, increasing its gain. In this

case, the same principle is to be used in the opposite approach: guiding the magnetic field away from

the sensor region.

Once again, FEM simulations were performed by introducing structures with thin film CZN properties

(µr = 1000) in the sensor region, at the microscopic level. This work was done in collaboration with

Bogen Electronic and, since the resulting optimal MFG geometry is of confidential nature, the results

are presented in Appendix C [Confidential].

The simulations show that the magnetic field created by the PM can be reduced to 4.5 mT in the

sensor region and that the magnetic field created by the structures is still fully sensed by the sensor.

As such, this is a more promising solution than utilizing µ-metal. However, such a magnetic field in the

sensor region will still affect its transfer curve. Therefore, a configuration that requires no shielding would

still be more desirable than utilizing MFG.
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Chapter 4

Sensor Configuration, Fabrication and

Characterization

In this Chapter, three possible system configurations are presented based on the simulation results and

the proposed solutions in the previous chapter.

Based on these possible configurations, TMR sensors were produced in the cleanroom at INESC-

MN. The fabrication process and the necessary tools are described below.

Finally, the fabricated sensors are characterized and compared, to make sure they fulfill the stated

requirements and an optimal solution for magnetic scanning of patterned structures is found.

4.1 Sensor Configuration

In this section, three possible solutions are presented: single parallel sensing, double parallel sensing

and perpendicular sensing. The first has been developed during the course of a previous dissertation

[13] and does not fulfill requirement 5, that states that a configuration that accommodates two or more

sensors is mandatory. However, it is still important to describe this configuration as some results pre-

sented in Chapter 5 were obtained with it, and it served as a basis for development of the double parallel

sensing solution.

This double parallel solution allows the acquisition of two simultaneous signals and requires no

shielding technique. Finally, the perpendicular sensing option allows the acquisition of multiple signals

(their number is dependent on the pole-pitch) and requires magnetic shielding.

4.1.1 Single parallel sensing

Figure 4.1a shows a holder and its magnets placed in this configuration, with the sensor plane placed

parallel to the planes of the PM, as represented in Figure 4.1b. As previously mentioned, this has been a

preliminary prototype and would have been the optimal solution for the project, if requirement 5 had not

been placed. This is so because this solution requires only a single chip, reducing the cost and avoiding
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misalignment effects, and it requires no shielding, reducing the cost once more and the complexity of

the fabrication process.

(a) Photograph of the PM + holder (b) Sideview schematic

Figure 4.1: Sensor and permanent magnets placement in a single parallel sensing configuration.

However, this configuration is incompatible with the algorithm and electronics developed by Bogen for

positioning applications and, as such, it cannot be used as the final solution for the project. Furthermore,

it is also incompatible with reading head casings used by the same company, as these only support chips

with TMR sensors perpendicular to the structures on the track. This casing has dimensions 35 × 9 ×

13.6 mm3.

4.1.2 Double parallel sensing

Given that the single parallel solution was the most optimal one found so far, apart from the single signal

acquisition, an immediate upgrade is to use two sensors in this configuration, side-by-side, as shown

in Figure 4.2. For this implementation, we make use of a double-sided printed circuit board (PCB) that

allows the placement of chips on both sides, enabling the acquisition of two simultaneous signals that

have two different phases.

(a) Sideview schematic (b) Double-sided PCB

Figure 4.2: Sensor and permanent magnets placement in a double parallel sensing configuration.

This is now compatible with Bogen Electronic electronics, where a polar graph is generated with the

two outputs. To exemplify this implementation, Figure 4.3a contains a graph with four sine functions with

phases +0o, +45o, +90o and +180o, while Figure 4.3b shows the result of constructing a polar graph with

the amplitudes of the +0o curve and the three remaining ones.

The prototype produced for this dissertation with this configuration (see Chapter 5) constituted a
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(a) Sinusoidal functions with different phases (b) Polar graphs

Figure 4.3: Sinusoidal functions with phases +0o, +45o, +90o and 180o and respective polar graphs.

proof-of-concept and the actual phase shift obtained in the end was not tuned. Existing electronics

at Bogen require this phase shift to be 90o ± 11o, so this will have to be taken into account in future

developments. Requirement 7 in chapter 3.1 states that the sensor output has to be larger than 10

mV in amplitude. However, this refers to an implementation in differential mode in which the output

signal corresponds to the difference between two signals with a phase shift between them. Such an

implementation, using a full Wheatstone bridge, is out of the scope of this thesis. The amplitudes

of the individual signals and the differential output are different, however. For a phase shift of 90o

(sine and cosine), the amplitude of the resulting differential signal will be the amplitude of the individual

ones (provided these are equal) divided by
√

2. As such, for implementations described in this thesis,

requirement 7 effectively requires a minimum amplitude of 10√
2
≈ 7 mV.

During operation, changes in the position of the sensor relatively to the track will cause changes in

the current position in these circles and ellipses. Therefore, knowing the current position in the circle will

allow the determination of the current position of the sensor, effectively tracking its positioning.

Finally, it is important to note that this configuration also does not fit the reading head casing currently

in use by Bogen.

4.1.3 Perpendicular sensing

A completely different approach is to rotate the single parallel sensor by 90o, making it perpendicular to

the magnetic structures, as shown in Figure 4.4. In this case, the magnetic field created by the PM is

now parallel to the plane of the sensor, thus requiring shielding in the form of MFG.

To make possible the acquisition of multiple signals, several sensors are placed side-by-side on this

chip, a solution that can be used by Bogen, with an algorithm patented by the company. Unlike the

remaining two solutions, this sensor and PM placement fit the aforementioned casing.

Table 4.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each of the proposed solutions. At this

point, the double parallel solution seems to be the best for sensor performance and fabrication simplicity,

while the perpendicular sensing would be the most adequate for implementation using existing reading
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of sensor and permanent magnets placement in a perpendicular sensing config-
uration.

Single parallel Double parallel Perpendicular
Sensor plane yOz yOz xOz

Shielding not required not required required
Fabrication simpler simpler complex

Phase shift/average over poles neither phase shift average over poles
Fits existent casing no no yes

Table 4.1: Advantages and disadvantages of each configuration considered.

head technologies.

4.2 Sensor Fabrication

The process to produce TMR sensors was independent of the final solution they would be used for.

This process is standard at INESC-MN for sensors for positioning applications, and the mask used is

of confidential nature. Extra steps were added at the end of this process to implement the MFG for

shielding.

Each chip contained 8 sensors, while each sensor contained 12 MTJ elements in series with dimen-

sions 20x2 µm2. Half the chips in each die were purposed for sensing of structures with PP of 0.5 mm

and the other half for PP of 1 mm, in a perpendicular sensing configuration. For the other configurations,

there would be no practical difference between using either type of chip.

The TMR stack used was deposited at International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL) and

contained the following layers (thicknesses in Å):

[Ta 50 | Ru 150]x2 | Ta 50 | Ru 50 | Ir20Mn80 200 | Co70Fe30 20 | Ru 8.5 | CoFeB 26 | MgO 10 |

CoFeB 20 | Ta 2 | Ni80Fe20 40 | Ru 2 | Ir20Mn80 60 | Ru 20 | Ta 50 | Ru 100

The complete runsheet of the process is included in Appendix B, and the steps are summarized in

Table 4.2. Fabrication processes are done in the 250 m2 cleanroom at INESC-MN (class 100 and 10

areas), in its adjoining 250 m2 grey area (class 10000) and laboratories.

4.2.1 Bottom electrode definition (steps 2 to 4)

Being the first run of this process for GePos and not knowing the final design of the sensors and their

MTJ elements, we chose to use a small piece of the TMR stack mentioned deposited on a Si substrate

(600 µm thick), which was approximately 1x2 in2 in size. The first process phase at INESC-MN was
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Step Description Equipment
1 Stack deposition at INL Timaris MTM
2 Bottom electrode definition by lithography Heidelberg DWL 2.0
3 Etching through ion milling Nordiko 3600
4 Photoresist removal Wet bench
5 MTJ pillar definition by lithography Heidelberg DWL 2.0
6 MTJ pillar etch through ion milling Nordiko 3600
7 Lateral passivation (1300 Å Al2O3 deposition) UHV2
8 Al2O3 lift-off Wet bench
9 First metal contacts definition by lithography Heidelberg DWL 2.0

10 Soft-etch for first metalization Nordiko 3600
11 First metalization (100 Å Cr + 3000 Å Au deposition) Alcatel SCM450
12 Cr + Au lift-off Wet bench
13 Spacer layer deposition (4000 Å Si3N4) Electrotech
14 Vias definition by lithography Heidelberg DWL 2.0
15 Vias opening through RIE LAM Rainbow 4520
16 Photoresist removal Wet bench
17 Second metal contacts definition by lithography Heidelberg DWL 2.0
18 Soft-etch for second metalization Nordiko 3600
19 Second metalization (100 Å Cr + 6000 Å Au deposition) Alcatel SCM450
20 Cr + Au lift-off Wet bench
21 Lithography for passivation Heidelberg DWL 2.0
22 Passivation (1500 Å Al2O3 deposition) UHV2
23 Al2O3 lift-off Wet bench
24 First annealing (pinning layer) New annealing setup
25 MFG definition by lithography Heidelberg DWL 2.0
26 Adhesion layer deposition (50 Å Ta) Nordiko 3600
27 MFG deposition (5000 Å CZN) UHV1
28 CZN lift-off Wet bench
29 Second annealing (soft-pinned sensing layer) Old annealing setup

Table 4.2: Summary of fabrication steps.

removing the TMR stack in select areas so that the structures remaining were 25x19 µm2 rectangles,

which would function as bottom electrodes for the MTJ pillars. This step was done in one of the Ion

Beam Deposition (IBD) tools available at INESC-MN: Nordiko 3600 (N3600), shown in Figure 4.5. This

system is compromised of two chambers: the load-lock, where the samples are exchanged with the

exterior; and the inner chamber, where the process occurs. This separation ensures that venting and

pumping of the process chamber are not necessary every time the equipment is used, guaranteeing that

the base pressure is lower than it would have been otherwise. Inside this equipment, a beam of Ar+ ions

is created in the assist gun and directed towards the sample. Some of the kinetic energy of the ions is

transferred to the atoms in the sample, ejecting them.

This process is not selective, removing atoms from any material the sample might contain, albeit at a

different rate. To protect the areas where the material is not supposed to be removed from, the sample

is previously coated with a 1.5 µm layer of positive photoresist (PFR7790G by JSR Electronics) in a

Silicon Valley Group (SVG) coating track (Figure 4.6). To coat 1.5 µm of photoresist, the support wafer

is spun for 40 s at 2500 rpm followed by a 60 s bake at 85oC. To promote adhesion of the photoresist to

the sample, the latter was heated for 120 s at 110oC on the oven of the SVG developing track.

This photoresist is a resin that changes its chemical properties when irradiated with light of a certain
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Figure 4.5: Photograph of one of the ion beam deposition systems, Nordiko 3600.

Figure 4.6: Photograph of the Silicon Valley Group coating track.

wavelength. The chemical bonds in portions of the photoresist that are irradiated become weaker and

more soluble to a chemical developer (TMA238WA by JSR Electronics). The portions that are not

irradiated are mostly unaffected by this developer. The desired pattern is defined by optical lithography

in a Heidelberg Direct Write Laser (DWL 2.0) system, equipped with a 405 nm laser, capable of drawing

features with a resolution of 0.8 µm and an alignment precision of 0.1 µm.

After exposure, the sample is developed with the aforementioned chemical in the SVG developing

track. At first, the sample is heated during 60 s at 110 oC, followed by a 30 s cooldown period and

100 s of development time. The features are then observed under an optical microscope to assess their

dimensions, alignment and lateral profile. If the optical inspection reveals no limiting defects, the process

can now proceed to the etching step, as described.

After the etch, the sample is fully immersed in microstrip 3001, heated until 60oC and subjected to

ultrasounds, to remove the photoresist.

4.2.2 Sensor definition (steps 5 and 6)

After the bottom electrode definition, it was necessary to define the MTJ pillars (20x2 µm2) that act as

sensing elements. The area defined by each electrode contained two of these structures. The coating,

exposure and developing steps were done as described before. The etching of the pillars was done in

N3600 once again.
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4.2.3 Lateral passivation and lift-off (steps 7 and 8)

To electrically insulate between the top and bottom electrodes of the TMR stack, it was necessary to

deposit an Al2O3 layer. This is done in the Ultra High Vacuum 2 (UHV2) system, a home made RF

sputtering machine (Figure 4.7). Unlike the N3600, this system is comprised of a single chamber, which

requires venting and pumping for each sample exchange. Therefore, the samples usually need to be left

inside the machine overnight so that the pressure on the following day is low enough for the deposition

process.

Figure 4.7: Home made RF sputtering system, Ultra High Vacuum 2.

Every sample that undergoes deposition in a sputtering machine needs to be accompanied by a

calibration sample, so that the deposited thickness can be posteriorly measured. This is usually done

with a profilometer (Dektak 3030T) or an ellipsometer (Rudolph Research Auto EL).

After deposition of Al2O3 in UHV2, a technique known as lift-off is used. Since the areas of the pillars

are still covered with photoresist from the previous step, if the passivated sample is then immersed in

microstrip, the photoresist in these areas will be removed, along with the Al2O3 above it. It is important

to note that coatings preceding lift-off steps are followed by a short pre-development step (15 s), to

facilitate the removal of photoresist.

4.2.4 First metalization (steps 9 to 12)

Due to the complexity of the chip design, this process includes two sets of metal lines that make the

electrical contact between the top electrode of the MTJ pillar and the contact pads for characterization

and wirebonding. As such, the first set of lines is defined through a lift-off process, followed by the

deposition of a spacer layer for insulation. The second set of lines is then defined on top of the spacer,

also through a lift-off process.

This phase starts with another optical lithography followed by a soft-etch process to improve unifor-

mity, a metal deposition and, finally, a lift-off. The deposition of 3000 Å of Au over 100 Å of Cr was done

in Alcatel SCM450, a magnetron sputtering system. Similarly to UHV2, this equipment only has one

chamber and the samples need to be left inside overnight to achieve low base pressures.

After deposition of Cr and Au, the sample was immersed in microstrip for lift-off. It is common for

this step to leave lift-off residues on the edges of the metal lines, so a thorough inspection is necessary
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through optical microscopy and profilometry. If residues are found, the sample should be carefully

cleaned with a cotton tip dipped in acetone.

4.2.5 Spacer deposition (step 13)

Initially, this step was performed in Alcatel SCM450 with 4000 Å of SiO2 as the spacer. The deposition

occurred without apparent issues and the process proceeded normally until the end of step 14 (lithogra-

phy), where the layer of SiO2 started to peel off from the Au in certain regions. This suggested that the

spacer adhered poorly to the Au layer, which could render the sensors unusable.

Therefore, we tried to remove as much SiO2 from the sample as possible by immersing it in acetone

(without temperature or ultrasounds) and then replaced it with Si3N4 deposited in Electrotech Delta, a

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) system.

At this point, it seemed likely that the sample had been compromised and a second sample (B) was

started. This process was mostly identical and it is not necessary to describe it in its entirety. It did not

undergo a SiO2 deposition and the order of the final steps to define the MFG was changed, which will

be mentioned in its respective section. If necessary to deposit SiO2 over Au metal lines in the future,

depositing an extra Cr layer between the two could be a viable strategy to promote adhesion.

4.2.6 Vias opening (steps 14 to 16)

To enable electrical contact between the two sets of metal lines, it was necessary to open vias in the

spacer in certain points of the sample. This was performed through Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) in LAM

Rainbow, after optical lithography. This process is preferred to ion milling since the etch rates are higher.

After RIE, the sample was observed under the microscope and Au could be seen shining in the places

were the vias were open, showing that this step was successful. If this was not the case, more time of

RIE would be necessary.

4.2.7 Second metalization (steps 17 to 20)

The second metalization followed the same procedure of the first one, with the difference that this Au

layer was 3000 Å thicker, so that it could completely fill the vias.

4.2.8 Passivation (steps 21 to 23)

After the two metalization steps, it was necessary to passivate the sample to insulate the second set

of metal lines from possible external contacts and to serve as a protection layer. Once again, this was

done in UHV2 using a lift-off technique to remove the Al2O3 from the metal pads areas, destined for

wirebonding and characterization.
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(a) Old annealing setup (b) New annealing setup

Figure 4.8: Home-made annealing setups at INESC-MN.

4.2.9 First annealing (step 24)

Magnetic annealing is a process that is used to redirect the magnetization of a material. This is done

by heating the sample and applying a magnetic field in the desired direction of the magnetization. At

INESC-MN, two home made systems exist, known as the old annealing setup and the new annealing

setup (Figures 4.8). The major difference between both is that the strength of the magnetic field in the

new annealing setup is fixed at 1 T, while it can be changed in the old annealing setup. As such, if a

process requires an annealing with a magnetic field different from that of the new setup, the old setup

must be used. However, the process in the old setup is done in vacuum, which makes the usage of

vacuum grease mandatory. Since this grease difficults the adhesion of materials deposited on top of it,

new process steps after annealing in this setup should be avoided.

While the standard process for these sensors had the two annealing steps (24 in the new setup and

29 in the old setup) one right after another, the MFG definition required a lithography and deposition.

Therefore, the second annealing step had to be moved to the end of the process, as it required the

usage of vacuum grease.

This first annealing had the purpose of pinning the fixed layer of the MTJ, one of the steps to guar-

antee orthogonality between the fixed and free layers. As such, the external magnetic field was applied

in the sensing direction of the sensor. The holder of this setup only allows the processing of samples up

to 1 inch wide. As the sample was 2 inches wide, it had to be cut in half using the Disco DAD 321 dicing

saw. Both halves (A1 and A2) ended up being submitted to the same steps, but staggered by a few

days, so that we had the chance of changing the steps or their conditions in case something unexpected

happened to the first sample.

4.2.10 MFG definition (steps 25 to 28)

The CZN MFG were defined through a lift-off technique. The lithography to define the structures de-

scribed in Appendix C [Confidential] was done first, followed by the deposition of an adhesion layer of

50 Å of Ta in N3600. The deposition of CZN was done in Ultra High Vacuum 1 (UHV1), a machine very

similar to UHV2 but used for DC sputtering (Figure 4.9) with a magnetic field applied during deposition,

parallel to the sensing direction. However, after this deposition, it was observed that some CZN had
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been deposited directly on the sample in areas where the photoresist was supposed to be.

Figure 4.9: Home-made DC sputtering system at INESC-MN, Ultra High Vacuum 1.

As a result, since CZN is a conductive material, having it deposited in the contact pads area could

cause short circuits between the sensors, among other undesirable situations, making these unusable.

Therefore, the lift-off duration was extended to almost 3 days, to remove as much CZN as possible. After

this process, the material had been mostly removed from some of the chips, which meant these were

potentially working. In an attempt to recover more chips, sample A1 was cleaned with a cotton tip and

acetone every 30-45 min. Six of these procedures were done and the sample showed signs of a more

complete lift-off. However, the MFG structures now seemed to be damaged. As such, this should not be

considered a standard procedure, as it is very destructive for the sample.

4.2.11 Second annealing (step 29)

After this, both samples were subjected to the second annealing, with the purpose of softly pinning the

free layer. Therefore, the external magnetic field was applied perpendicularly to the sensing direction of

the sensors.

However, as CZN is a material whose magnetic properties could also be changed through annealing,

it is not possible to assess if its easy axis maintained the direction that was set during deposition (parallel

to the sensing direction). Therefore, if the easy axis of the MFG was in a different direction than the

intended one, it is not possible to fully assess their efficiency in shielding the sensors from external

fields.

As mentioned before, no steps should follow an annealing in the old setup due to the presence of

vacuum grease over the sample. However, to circumvent this difficulty, a very thorough cleaning of the

sample followed by a soft-etch was carried out for sample B. This proved to be successful which meant

that the order of these finals steps could be changed to guarantee that the direction of the easy axis of

the MFG was the intended one. As a result, this sample had both annealings performed first, followed

by the MFG definition. Figure 4.10 summarizes the two sequences described.
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Figure 4.10: Summary of the annealing steps for both samples processed.

4.3 Sensor Characterization

Sensors mounted in the three types of sensing solutions are characterized in this section. For both

parallel configurations, it is important to mention that, despite the sensors being mounted in the yOz

plane, the magnetic field created by the PM still has an effect in the transfer curve, causing an offset

field. This effect can be corrected, unlike the one in the perpendicular configuration, but requires careful

alignment of the PM.

The sensor for single parallel sensing had already been mounted prior to this dissertation, thus only

the final transfer curve has been measured. For the remaining two configurations, the transfer curves

are measured with and without PM, with some examples of curves with high offset field due to PM

misalignment.

Figure 4.11: Magnetotransport characterization tool at INESC-MN (140 Oe setup).

All transfer curves have been obtained at the home-made magnetotransport system at INESC-MN,

referred to as 140 Oe setup (Figure 4.11). This setup is comprised of two Helmoltz coils, whose dis-

tance has been calibrated to create a uniform magnetic field along their center region that changes

between -140 and 140 Oe, depending on the current provided by a DC Kepco source (±4 A); four micro-

positioning tungsten probes with spatial resolution around 10 µm; a voltmeter and a current source.

During measurement, the bias current is applied between the two electrodes of the sensor using two of

the four probes and the voltage is measured in parallel. Using Ohm’s Law, the resistance of the sensor

is computed for each magnetic field strength applied and shown in real time, through a GPIB interface.
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The user can change the bias current applied, as well as the magnetic field range and step.

4.3.1 Single parallel sensing

The chip mounted in the single parallel configuration contained TMR sensors fabricated prior to this

dissertation, with the following stack deposited at INESC-MN (thicknesses in Å):

N2TJ1069: Ta 50 | [Ru 180 | Ta 30] x3 | MnPt 200 | Co70Fe30 | Ru 9 | (Co70Fe30)80B20 30 | MgO 11 |

(Co70Fe30)80B20 15 | Ru 50 | Ta 100

As this sensor has been used for some of the results presented in Chapter 5, it was still necessary

to obtain its transfer curve, shown in Figure 4.12a. Figure 4.12b is the result of a study on the sensitivity

variation (in mV/mT) depending on the bias current applied. As shown, for bias currents higher than 50

µA, this sensor fulfills requirement 6 from section 3.1 (S0 > 2.5 mV/mT).

(a) Transfer curve for Ibias = 100 µm (b) Transfer curves for multiple Ibias

Figure 4.12: Transfer curves for a sensor mounted in a single parallel sensing configuration.

4.3.2 Double parallel sensing

When choosing sensors to mount on the double-sided PCB, it was necessary to have their transfer

curves as similar as possible, so that differences in signal amplitude are minimized when measuring the

magnetic tracks.

Sensor Rmin Rmax TMR Hf Hc S0 S0

(kΩ) (kΩ) (%) (mT ) (mT ) (kΩ/mT ) (mV/mT )
MSF2 (no PM) 4.04 11.02 172 0.45 0.41 3.16 316
MSF2 (w/ PM) 4.04 10.89 169 0.38 0.27 2.14 214
MSR2 (no PM) 4.08 11.03 170 0.45 0.43 2.96 296
MSR2 (w/ PM) 4.07 10.89 168 0.18 0.27 2.43 243

Table 4.3: Transfer curve parameters for two sensors mounted on different sides of a double-sided PCB,
with and without PM. Ibias = 100 µA.

Figure 4.13 shows the transfer curves of two sensors mounted on the two sides of the double-sided

PCB (front and rear), with and without permanent magnets. Table 4.3 shows the curve parameters
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Figure 4.13: Transfer curves for two sensors mounted on different sides of a double-sided PCB, with and
without PM. Ibias = 100 µA.

obtained. It is observed that the curves are very similar, which means that the influence of the PM is

minimal. In fact, the presence of the PM helps reducing the coercivity, which is a positive occurrence.

These two sensors were the most used ones to measure the results presented in Chapter 5.

Tests with sensors from the same batch were also performed to evaluate the maximum bias current

that could be applied, as the option of biasing with 1-10 mA was placed. The results are shown in Figure

4.14. It is evident that reaching a bias current up to 10 mA is not possible with these specific sensors,

as the barrier breakdown occurs before that. Furthermore, it is also observed that the TMR suffers a

decrease with the bias current increase, an undesirable effect. On top of that, this study does not take

into account the SNR dependence on the bias current, which has its optimal operating point around

50-150 µA.

Figure 4.14: Maximum bias current applicable in the fabricated TMR sensors.
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4.3.3 Perpendicular sensing

Figure 4.15 shows the transfer curves of a sensor mounted on a perpendicular sensing configuration,

both with and without PM. As observed, their presence causes the sensitivity to decrease more than 10

times (from 350 mV/mT to a minimum of 25 mV/mT). As such, the shielding is not very effective.

Although such a sensitivity would still fulfill requirement 6 from section 3.1 (S0 > 2.5 mV/mT), it will

be shown in Chapter 5 that it is still too low to fulfill requirement 7 (signal amplitude > 7 mV). Replacing

the CZN layer with a multilayered SAF structure could improve this shielding, as the latter has a higher

saturation field. However, this would be a long development process that would extend beyond the time

allocated for this project. As such, this configuration is not desirable in its current state.

Figure 4.15: Effect of the PM on the transfer curve of a sensor mounted in a perpendicular sensing
configuration. Ibias = 100 µA.
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Chapter 5

Measurements

All magnetic track measurements made on the scanner system presented in Chapter 3 with the sensors

described in Chapter 4 are present in this section.

Firstly, measurements on CoCrPt samples with constant pole-pitch are shown. This includes samples

with different thicknesses and different separation between poles. These measurements are supported

by further characterization on the profilometer and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).

All magnetic scans start at a position separated from the start of the track by 3-5 mm. This is to

ensure that the start of the signal has been measured at zero field and can be used to calculate the

signal offset and subtract it from the output. As a result, the signal obtained should be centered around

0 and the conversion from voltage to magnetic field can be done using the sensitivity of the sensor.

Secondly, results of magnetic measurements on magnetic ink samples are presented, also including

profilometer and VSM evaluations. However, due to the confidential nature of the properties of these

samples, these results are included in Appendix D [Confidential].

Finally, some limitations of the scanner system, as mentioned in section 3.1, are addressed. This

includes an new procedure to set the reading distance of the sensor as well as the implementation of

a multi-axis rotation stage to compensate for misalignments and evaluate the tolerances of the system.

Some of the quantification of these improvements has been done using magnetic ink samples, and the

results are shown in Appendix E [Confidential].

5.1 CoCrPt Structures

The Co66Cr16Pt18 samples used for measurements in this section have been recently fabricated at

INESC-MN with a constant pole-pitch of 1 mm, three different film thicknesses (1000, 2000 and 3000

Å) and different separation between poles (from 0.25 mm to 1.75 mm in steps of 0.25 mm), as shown

in Figure 5.1. Results shown were acquired with the higher precision introduced by the improvement

described in section 5.3.

Prior to any measurements, the samples were measured on the profilometer to evaluate their final

thickness. The results are shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Samples measured with the newly fabricated sensors, with the indicated separation between
poles. Thickness = 2000 Å PP = 1 mm.

Nominal thickness (Å) Measured thickness (Å)
1000 1111 ± 117
2000 2202 ± 172
3000 3037 ± 125

Table 5.1: Profilometer measurements of the CoCrPt samples.

A small piece of continuous CoCrPt (2.98 × 3.98 mm2, 2000 Å thickness) has been measured on

the VSM (Figure 5.2) to obtain its M(H) curve. This equipment contains two Helmoltz coils that create

a uniform magnetic field with variable strength in the center region, where the sample holder is placed.

During operation, this sample holder vibrates and, as a result, induces on a second set of coils (pick-up

coils) a voltage proportional to the magnetic flux variation rate.

This method allows the acquisition of the M(H) curve of the sample placed on the holder, shown in

Figure 5.3 for CoCrPt. Measurements on the VSM are preceded by a calibration step, which involves

measuring the M(H) curve of the holder without a sample on it. This curve is then subtracted to the

actual measurement (with the sample on the holder) to obtain the magnetic behaviour of the material

being characterized.

Table 5.2 contains the saturation and remanent magnetizations retrieved from the curve. Given that

the PM in a parallel sensing configuration create a magnetic field around 70 mT on the track region which

is not capable of saturating the sample (for a separation between magnets of 6 mm), the magnetization

of this CoCrPt sample in these conditions is in the 68-220 kA/m range. These are the averages of the

points in the curve that intersect vertical lines at -70 mT and 70 mT. This range will be used below to

compare experimental results with the simulations.

MS (kA/m) MR (kA/m)
321.3 ± 2.7 174.5 ± 5.5

Table 5.2: Summary of VSM results for CoCrPt.
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(a) VSM system (b) Sample holder detail

Figure 5.2: Vibrating Sample Magnetometer at INESC-MN.

Figure 5.3: M(H) curve measured on the VSM for CoCrPt (continuous film).

When measuring the CoCrPt samples on the scanner, it was observed that many of the 3000 Å thick

samples presented some surface damage due to previous handling, as exemplified in Figure 5.4. It is

possible that this occurrence has affected the magnetic signal of samples with this thickness.

Figure 5.4: Surface damage on the 3000 Å sample with 0.25 mm separation.

Figures 5.5a and b show the magnetic stray field created by some of these samples (1.00 mm and

1.75 mm separation) and measured with a sensor mounted in a double parallel configuration, with S0 =
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214 mV/mT and Ibias = 100 µA. Although the signals only have a peak-to-peak amplitude of a few µT, it

is possible to clearly identify the sinusoidal behavior expected from these type of patterns.

(a) 1.00 mm separation (b) 1.75 mm separation

Figure 5.5: Magnetic scans of the samples with 1.00 and 1.75 mm separation, with three different
thicknesses. Deviations in the x axis between curves are due to different starting points of each scan.
S0 = 214 mV/mT.

Since the 2000 Å thick samples present the most uniform signals, the positions of their minima

and maxima have been calculated for all separations. The average height between the maxima and

the minima constitutes the average peak-to-peak amplitude and the average distance between them

constitutes the period of the signal. As was shown in Chapter 3, this distance should be equal to the

pole width plus the separation between poles. Table 5.3 summarizes the results obtained for the 2000 Å

samples.

Separation between poles (mm) Average signal amplitude (µT ) Average peak distance (mm)
0.25 0.95 ± 0.32 1.25 ± 0.14
0.50 2.94 ± 0.33 1.52 ± 0.05
0.75 3.25 ± 0.24 1.79 ± 0.14
1.00 3.12 ± 0.39 2.02 ± 0.15
1.25 3.65 ± 0.68 2.28 ± 0.15
1.50 3.54 ± 0.48 2.46 ± 0.08
1.75 3.25 ± 0.62 2.74 ± 0.06

Table 5.3: Signal amplitude and distance between peaks for the 2000 Å samples.

The distance between peaks is consistent with the expectation, taking into account the measurement

error, which validates this aspect of the simulations. A comparison between the experimental signal

obtained from the 2000 Å sample with 1.00 mm separation and a simulated signal was performed. The

simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.4 and the results are shown in Figure 5.6.

Structure width Separation RD N Thickness Magnetization
1 mm 1 mm 0.5 mm 20 2000 Å 68 and 220 kA/m

Table 5.4: Simulation parameters for CoCrPt.

It is evident that the experimental signal is much lower than the predicted one, even with a broad

range of magnetizations resulting from VSM analysis. A possible explanation for this occurrence is
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between simulated and experimental curves for CoCrPt (RD = 0.5 mm).

that the magnetic field generated by the PM in the sample region has been overestimated. Another

possibility is that the reading distance set during measurement was actually higher than intended. It is

also possible that this sample also had its surface damaged, although this was not visible.

To test measurements with the two sensors in a double parallel configuration, signals with the rear

and front sensors have been measured (S0 = 214, 243 mV/mT), using same the sample, and a polar plot

was created, as shown in Figure 5.7. Some similarity to the expected shape is observed, however the

high non-uniformity of the amplitude of the signal creates some irregularities in the curve, which would

affect the accuracy of a system used with such samples.

(a) Magnetic scans (b) Polar graph

Figure 5.7: Magnetic scans and resulting polar graph obtained with front and rear sensors in a double
parallel sensing configuration. Results obtained with the 2000 Å sample with 1.00 mm of separation. S0

= 214, 243 mV/mT.

In conclusion, some of the results predicted with the simulations have been obtained, in particular

the sine-like behaviour of the curves and the relation between pole separation and peak distance. How-

ever, the amplitudes of the signals did not match with the simulation, whose parameters were probably

overestimated. The signal obtained from these samples was also very irregular and the polar graph

obtained, despite being similar to the expected result, presented some irregularities. It is expected that

samples with stronger signals and more uniformity present more well defined ellipses.
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5.2 Magnetic Ink Structures

All measurements of magnetic ink samples are confidential and included in Appendix D [Confidential].

The fabricated sensors have been capable of measuring magnetic ink structures with the pole-pitches

proposed in the project. Polar graphs with the double parallel sensing configuration have also success-

fully been obtained.

5.3 Improvements to the scanning system at INESC-MN

As previously mentioned, the scanner at INESC-MN used to have two major limitations that made it

difficult to compare results from different samples. These limitations are addressed in this section, as

well as further improvements that can be made. Some of the measurements presented were done with

magnetic ink samples, therefore these are included in Appendix E [Confidential].

5.3.1 Reading distance control

Prior to the current upgrades to the scanner, the protocol to establish the desired reading distance (RD)

was as follows:

1. Make sure the sensor is at a position high enough that allows for the placement of samples under-

neath without physical contact;

2. Place the sample under the sensor, with the track length as parallel as possible to the scan path

(x axis);

3. Lower the sensor in increasingly small steps (the nominal motor resolution is 3 µm) until the sensor

is visibly touching the surface of the sample;

4. Raise the sensor to the desired reading distance.

Besides risking damaging both the sensor and the sample, this method has a very low accuracy and

precision, since it relies on the human eye to tell when the sensor is physically touching the sample.

For samples that are not very rough and wide, such as CoCrPt tracks, it is easier to identify this point.

However, for wider and more flexible samples, this process is unreliable and both the precision and

accuracy are estimated to be around 200 - 300 µm. Since the reading distances considered are in 250

- 1000 µm range, these values are too high, difficulting the comparison between different samples.

To improve this process, an Omron EE-SX771 infrared photosensor (nominal precision = 3 µm) was

acquired. This type of photosensors are used for referencing and their functioning is exemplified in

Figure 5.8. As shown, a rigid piece is attached to the reading head of the system and works as a

position reference. When the reference is higher than the infrared beam of the device, a light-emitting

diode (LED) is lit. When the reference is lowered to a position that interrupts the beam, the LED switches

off. If the height of the infrared beam is known, as well as the distance between the table and the top
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Figure 5.8: Schematic representation of the functioning of the system with the photosensor. The sensor
is in an ’on’ position when the infrared beam is not blocked and in an ’off’ position when it is interrupted.

of the sample and the position of the sensor relatively to the reference, it is possible to set the reading

distance while avoiding physical contact. The new protocol is as follows:

1. Measure the height of the infrared beam relatively to the base of the photosensor casing (hphoto);

2. Measure the distance between the bottom of the chip and the reference (href );

3. Measure the distance between the top of the sample and the table (hsample). This has to be done

without touching the surface of the magnetic film, thus it is recommended to measure the distance

only until the substrate and adding the thickness of the material, if it is known;

4. Position the sensor and the reference over the photosensor. Make sure that it is possible to lower

the sensor without making it touch anything in the vicinity;

5. Lower the sensor in increasingly small steps until the LED of the photosensor becomes dark;

6. Lower/raise the sensor by a distance equal to −hphoto + hsample ± href +RD.

Considering the usage of a caliper with a precision of 10 µm to measure the distances and heights

listed, this method should have a precision in the 30 µm range, which is an improvement over the

previous method. The physical implementation of this system is shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Implementation of the photosensor and reference in the scanner system.

To compare the reproducibility of results obtained with both methods, a CoCrPt sample was used.

The following experiment was run:

1. The sensor was placed at a RD of 0.5 mm using the first method;

2. 5 consecutive scans were acquired, without changing RD;
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3. The RD was increased by an arbitrary height and set back at 0.5 mm using the first method. A

scan was acquired;

4. The previous step was repeated 4 more times;

5. The RD was increased by an arbitrary height and set back at 0.5 mm using the second method. A

scan was acquired;

6. The previous step was repeated 4 more times.

(a) Consecutive scans (b) Visual method

(c) Photosensor method

Figure 5.10: Comparison of different methods to set the reading distance using a CoCrPt sample (2000
Å, 1 mm separation). S0 = 214 mV/mT.

Figure 5.10 shows the curves obtained. For each curve, the height of the maxima and minima was

calculated. The height of the minima was normalized to its average height for each set of measurements

(this could have been done with the maxima instead) and plotted in the histograms shown in Figure 5.11.

40 peaks were obtained for each of the set of experiments.

Firstly, it can be seen that the results from the consecutive scans are more disperse than when the

RD was changed and set with the photosensor method. This is an unexpected observation and can

be related to the fact that the signals of these samples tend to become more uniform as the number of

times they are scanned increases. We do not have an explanation for this behaviour and this sample was

indeed scanned prior to this experiment, but perhaps the number of times (around 10) was not enough.
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Figure 5.11: Histograms for comparison of the different methods to set the reading distance.

Nonetheless, it is evident that the distribution of peak height is more disperse for results using the visual

method than the photosensor. This validates the procedure developed and would make measurement

results more precise, facilitating the comparison of different samples. To assess this procedure for a

different type of sample, this experiment was repeated for a magnetic ink sample, with results shown in

Appendix E [Confidential]. Once again, the photosensor method proved to be more precise.

5.3.2 Alignment tolerances evaluation

Up until now, the samples were directly placed on top of the movable table of the scanner, which has

no alignment mechanism. Furthermore, since the reading head does not form a fully rigid structure, it is

possible that some misalignment of the chip relatively to the sample also occurs.

To quantify the tolerances of the system regarding these misalignments and to also provide a mech-

anism for their compensation, a Thorlabs TTR001/M Tip, Tilt and Rotation Stage was acquired. This

stage allows a ±5o pitch and roll adjustment (precision: 0.036o) and a ±10o yaw adjustment (precision:

0.03o), as represented in Figure 5.12.

Although it was stated by the manufacturer that this stage was constructed in black anodized alu-

minium, this did not apply to some of the screws existent in its core, made of steel. As such, when

scanning, the PM will magnetize these components which will then create a stray field that can affect

the sensor output. This stray field has been evaluated by performing a 2D scan of the stage without

any sample on top, for a height of 0.5 mm and approximately 8.5 mm. This was done before the new

sensors had been mounted, so a sensor in a single parallel configuration was used (S0 = 6.3 mV/mT).

These results are shown in Figure 5.13.
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(a) Stage photograph (b) Stage schematic

Figure 5.12: Thorlabs Tip, Tilt and Rotation Stage implemented on the scanner system.

(a) RD = 0.5 mm (short range) (b) RD = 0.5 mm (wide range)

(c) RD = 8.5 mm (short range) (d) RD = 8.5 mm (wide range)

Figure 5.13: Evaluation of background magnetic field created by the stage at two different heights. The
plots are shown in two different colour ranges to highlight both the areas where strong fields and their
maximum strength. S0 = 6.3 mV/mT.

As observed, the strength of the background magnetic field is too high to be disregarded. As a result,

all measurements performed on this stage need to be done first without the sample to collect the back-

ground signal, which is then subtracted to the final output. Since this background signal is very strong, it

is recommended to use a sample with a high signal output to evaluate the system tolerances. As such,

this has been done with a magnetic ink sample and is therefore included in Appendix E [Confidential].
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Furthermore, placing a spacer between the stage and the sample to raise it to a higher height would

also reduce the effect of the background.

Due to geometrical constraints, it was not possible to change the stage roll as the sensor holder would

have hit the sample during a long scan, for angles as small as 0.3o. For this study to be performed, a

different holder has to be conceived. A similar observation can be done regarding the stage pitch, as

only a range of ±0.3o has been studied, otherwise the sides of the holder would hit the substrate. For

the yaw, a larger range has been evaluated.

As measurements show, for the intervals considered, no evident tendency of the signal to change

has been observed. As such, it can be concluded that the sensor output is not heavily affected in the

ranges considered.

5.3.3 Future improvements

To further reduce human error in the process of setting the reading distance, automating the second

method would be a possible improvement. This is a possibility since the photosensor used can produce

a digital output that is 0 when the infrared beam is not interrupted and 1 when it is. This procedure would

be added to the same LabView program that already controls the reading head and table movement.

Another important addition would be to limit the reading head and table displacement that the user

can request. At the moment, the user can input any value, even if it exceeds the physical space available.

This carries a very high risk of damaging the setup, the sensor and sample, thus it should be changed.

Since the sensors being fabricated and characterized are to be used in a setting with a dynamic

movement, i.e., continuous and with variable speeds, it could be useful to mimic this behaviour instead

of using stepper motors. This would allow the evaluation of the output of the sensors with different

scanning velocities to find an optimal velocity range that maximizes the SNR.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The main objective of this work was to design and fabricate a device comprised of a TMR sensor and

two permanent magnets that was capable of reading patterns made from hard and soft magnetic media

and acquiring their positioning information. Several operational, geometric and electronical restrictions

were placed so that the system complied with current standards for positioning applications.

Firstly, an existing model for the magnetic field created by magnetic patterns was expanded for

magnetizations along the x, y and z axes. A more complex model was also proposed for magnetic

structures whose magnetization varies along their depth. To facilitate this study, the simulation was

implemented with a graphical user interface using Java FX. This should also ease the transfer of these

simulations for future peers that would have an interest in these results.

From these simulations, it was concluded that magnetizing along the y axis was not a possibility, as

the resulting signal was either non-periodic or had a very large offset. For the remaining two axes, the

z component of the magnetic field created by structures magnetized in the x direction proved to be the

most desirable, while the same stood true for the x component with magnetization in the z direction.

Finite elements modeling was then performed to evaluate the effect of the PM in the TMR sensor and

track regions. Two strategies for magnetization along the x and z axis were found. However, magnetizing

in the z direction would lead to solutions with a long development time, so this option has been put aside.

Magnetizing along the x axis created two options: placing the sensor plane parallel to the length of the

track structures or perpendicularly.

Placing the sensor in a perpendicular position would subject it directly to the magnetic field created

by the PM and thus shielding strategies had to be considered, at the macroscopic and microscopic

scales. One of the options was to shield the PM locally using a sheet of µ-metal, a material with a high

permeability, which proved to be too detrimental to the magnetization of the track itself. The other option

was to use CoZrNb structures behaving as magnetic flux guides to deviate the field created by the PM

magnets away from the sensor region. An optimal geometry for this effect was successfully found.

Placing a single sensor parallel to the track structures would not allow a simultaneous acquisition of

two or more different signals, a requirement of the project. Therefore, one of the solutions encountered

was to place two chips together, separated by a small distance, which would create two output signals
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with a phase shift between them. The other possible solution was to place the chip containing TMR

sensors shielded with MFGs in a perpendicular orientation, allowing the multiple sensors contained in it

to acquire multiple signals simultaneously.

TMR sensors were then fabricated using a standard process at INESC-MN, for implementation in

both configurations. A few steps had to be added to the process to accommodate for the MFGs definition.

After some testing, it was concluded that defining the MFGs at the very end of the process, after both

annealing steps, was the most optimal solution.

When characterizing the fabricated sensors, the double parallel sensing configuration proved to be

more advantageous as the effect of the magnetic field created by the PM was minimal. In the perpen-

dicular configuration, this magnetic field reduced the sensitivity of the sensors from around 350 mV/mT

to 2.5 mV/mT for one of the tests performed. Such a decrease would highly compromise the output of

the final device, and this option was put in standby in case a better shielding solution was found in the

future.

Magnetic scans using the double parallel configuration were then performed using magnetic ink and

microfabricated CoCrPt samples. Although the latter presented a very small output signal and some

non-uniformities, it was possible to validate the simulation model constructed relatively to the tendency

of the curves. The amplitude, however, was overestimated, which could be related to the assumed

magnetization of the structures or an underestimation of the reading distance. A polar graph with the

signals from rear and front sensors was also successfully constructed.

Measurements with magnetic ink samples proved to be more promising, both in signal strength and

uniformity. The more complex model was also tested for these samples and showed promising results.

The scanner system at INESC-MN contained two sizable limitations regarding the method to set

the reading distance, which was not precise enough and presented a risk of damaging the system,

along with the lack of compensation for sensor-sample misalignments. The reading head limitation was

addressed by introducing a photodiode-photosensor pair destined for referencing, showing an improve-

ment in the precision of the results. To evaluate the alignment tolerances of the system, a multi-axis

rotation stage was implemented in the measurement setup. For the angular misalignments evaluated,

the output signal showed no evident tendency to be affected.

Future work should contain further optimization of the solution found so that it can be implemented in

commercial positioning applications. This should include optimization of the fabrication project and new

solutions to compensate for potential misalignments during sensor mounting. Further optimization of the

magnetic samples considered could also lead to stronger and more uniform signals, two consequences

that would guarantee a higher position accuracy. A more extensive characterization of the samples could

also be beneficial to the theoretical model that has been developed.
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Appendix A

Graphical User Interface for

simulations with Java FX

This Appendix includes the code developed during this dissertation to support the simulations with a

GUI. The development process was done in NetBeans IDE 8.2.
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ScaleUI.java (main) 

1. /*  
2. Copyright (c) 2018 Sofia Abrunhosa (Instituto Superior Técnico)  
3.   
4. Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy  
5. of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal  
6. in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights  
7. to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell  
8. copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is  
9. furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:  
10.   
11. The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all  
12. copies or substantial portions of the Software.  
13.   
14. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR  
15. IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,  
16. FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE  
17. AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER  
18. LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,  
19. OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE  
20. SOFTWARE.  
21.  */   
22. package scaleui;   
23.    
24. import javafx.application.Application;   
25. import javafx.scene.Group;   
26. import javafx.scene.Scene;   
27. import javafx.scene.layout.BorderPane;   
28. import javafx.scene.paint.Color;   
29. import javafx.stage.Stage;   
30.    
31. /**  
32.  *  This Java application simulates and produces a graph with the stray magnetic  
33.  * field created by magnetic patterns, using theoretical and analytical tools.  
34.  * The user can change the structure width, the pole-pitch, the reading,  
35.  * distance, the number of poles, the thickness, the structure length, the  
36.  * sensor position in y axis, the resolution and the magnetization properties.  
37.  *  Through the menu bar, it is possible to import or export parameters as well  
38.  * as exporting data. Some already set examples are also present.  
39.  */   
40. public class ScaleUI extends Application {   
41.        
42.     @Override   
43.     public void start(Stage primaryStage) {   
44.         primaryStage.setTitle("Scale Simulation");   
45.    
46.         Group root = new Group();   
47.         Scene scene = new Scene(root, 1240, 640, Color.WHITE);   
48.                    
49.         // Setting BorderPane   
50.         BorderPane borderPane = new BorderPane();   
51.    
52.         borderPane.prefHeightProperty().bind(scene.heightProperty());   
53.         borderPane.prefWidthProperty().bind(scene.widthProperty());   
54.            
55.         // top side menu bar   
56.         borderPane.setTop(MenuUI.addTopSide());   
57.            
58.         // left side input   
59.         borderPane.setLeft(InputUI.addLeftSide());   
60.            
61.         // right side input   
62.         borderPane.setRight(InputUI.addRightSide());   
63.            
64.         // bottom side messages   
65.         borderPane.setBottom(BottomUI.addBottomSide());   
66.    
67.         // graph on center   
68.         borderPane.setCenter(GraphUI.addCenter());   
69.            
70.            

71.         root.getChildren().add(borderPane);   
72.         scene.getStylesheets().add(getClass().getResource("ChartPoints.css").toExternalForm());   
73.            
74.         Presets.setDefault();   
75.            
76.            
77.            
78.         primaryStage.setScene(scene);   
79.         primaryStage.show();   
80.     }   
81.    
82.     /**  
83.      * @param args the command line arguments  
84.      */   
85.     public static void main(String[] args) {   
86.         launch(args);   
87.     }     
88. }   

MenuUI.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. import java.awt.Desktop;   
4. import java.io.BufferedReader;   
5. import java.io.File;   
6. import java.io.FileReader;   
7. import java.io.IOException;   
8. import java.nio.charset.Charset;   
9. import java.nio.charset.StandardCharsets;   
10. import java.nio.file.Files;   
11. import java.nio.file.Paths;   
12. import java.util.Arrays;   
13. import java.util.List;   
14. import javafx.application.Platform;   
15. import javafx.scene.control.Menu;   
16. import javafx.scene.control.MenuBar;   
17. import javafx.scene.control.MenuItem;   
18. import javafx.stage.FileChooser;   
19. import javafx.stage.Stage;   
20.    
21. /**  
22.  * Menu bar design and interactions.  
23.  */   
24. public class MenuUI {          
25.     public static Desktop desktop = Desktop.getDesktop();   
26.        
27.     // File menu   
28.     static Menu fileMenu = new Menu("_File");   
29.     static Menu parametersMenu = new Menu("Parameters");   
30.     static MenuItem importParameters = new MenuItem("Import...");   
31.     static MenuItem exportParameters = new MenuItem("Export...");   
32.     static MenuItem exportData = new MenuItem("Export Data...");     
33.     static MenuItem exit = new MenuItem("Exit program");   
34.        
35.         
36.     // Parameters menu   
37.     static Menu presetsMenu = new Menu("_Presets");   
38.     static MenuItem defaultPresets = new MenuItem("Set default");   
39.     static MenuItem example1Presets = new MenuItem("Example 1");   
40.     static MenuItem example2Presets = new MenuItem("Example 2");      
41.        
42.     // File choosers   
43.     static FileChooser importChooser = new FileChooser();   
44.     static FileChooser exportChooser = new FileChooser();   
45.     static FileChooser saveChooser = new FileChooser();   
46.    
47.        
48.     public static MenuBar addTopSide() {   
49.         fileMenu.setMnemonicParsing(true);   
50.         presetsMenu.setMnemonicParsing(true);   

51.         exit.setOnAction(e -> {   
52.             Platform.exit();   
53.         });   
54.                    
55.         defaultPresets.setOnAction(e -> {   
56.             Presets.setDefault();   
57.         });   
58.            
59.         example1Presets.setOnAction(e -> {   
60.             Presets.setExample1();   
61.         });   
62.            
63.         example2Presets.setOnAction(e -> {   
64.             Presets.setExample2();   
65.         });   
66.            
67.         // File chooser to import Parameters   
68.         Stage importFileStage = new Stage();   
69.         importFileStage.setTitle("Choose file to open...");   
70.         importParameters.setOnAction(e -> {   
71.             importChooser.setTitle("Import Parameters");   
72.             importChooser.getExtensionFilters().addAll(   
73.                 new FileChooser.ExtensionFilter("Text Files", "*.txt"),   
74.                 new FileChooser.ExtensionFilter("All", "*.*")                   
75.             );   
76.             File file = importChooser.showOpenDialog(importFileStage);   
77.             if (file != null) {   
78.                 importParameters(file);   
79.             }   
80.         });     
81.            
82.         // File chooser to export Parameters   
83.         Stage exportFileStage = new Stage();   
84.         exportFileStage.setTitle("Choose file to open...");   
85.         exportParameters.setOnAction(e -> {   
86.             importChooser.setTitle("Save parameters to file");   
87.             importChooser.getExtensionFilters().addAll(   
88.                 new FileChooser.ExtensionFilter("Text Files", "*.txt"),   
89.                 new FileChooser.ExtensionFilter("All", "*.*")                   
90.             );   
91.             File file = importChooser.showSaveDialog(exportFileStage);   
92.             if (file != null) {   
93.                 exportParameters(file);   
94.             }   
95.         });      
96.            
97.         // File chooser to save Data   
98.         Stage saveFileStage = new Stage();   
99.         saveFileStage.setTitle("Choose file to open...");   
100.         exportData.setOnAction(e -> {   
101.             importChooser.setTitle("Save data to file");   
102.             importChooser.getExtensionFilters().addAll(   
103.                 new FileChooser.ExtensionFilter("Text Files", "*.txt"),   
104.                 new FileChooser.ExtensionFilter("All", "*.*")                   
105.             );   
106.             File file = importChooser.showSaveDialog(saveFileStage);   
107.             if (file != null) {   
108.                 saveData(file);   
109.             }   
110.         });      
111.              
112.         MenuBar menuBar = new MenuBar();   
113.         // add submenus to respective menus   
114.         parametersMenu.getItems().addAll(importParameters, exportParameters);   
115.         fileMenu.getItems().addAll(parametersMenu, exportData, exit);   
116.         presetsMenu.getItems().addAll(defaultPresets, example1Presets,example2Presets);    

   
117.            
118.         // add menus to menu bar   
119.         menuBar.getMenus().addAll(fileMenu, presetsMenu);   
120.         return menuBar;   
121.     }   
122.        

123.     public static void importParameters(File file) {   
124.         try {   
125.             BufferedReader buffer = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(file));   
126.             String readLine = "";   
127.                
128.             String[] input = new String[14];   
129.             int i = 0;   
130.                
131.             while ((readLine = buffer.readLine()) != null) {   
132.                 input[i++] = (readLine.substring(readLine.indexOf("=")+1, readLine.length()

)).replaceAll("\\s","");   
133.             }   
134.                
135.             InputUI.wField.setText(input[0]);   
136.             InputUI.ppField.setText(input[1]);   
137.             InputUI.rdField.setText(input[2]);   
138.             InputUI.NField.setText(input[3]);   
139.             InputUI.tField.setText(input[4]);   
140.             InputUI.lField.setText(input[5]);   
141.             InputUI.sPField.setText(input[6]);   
142.             InputUI.dxField.setText(input[7]);   
143.             InputUI.MsField.setText(input[8]);   
144.             InputUI.MrField.setText(input[9]);   
145.             InputUI.deltaField.setText(input[10]);   
146.             switch (input[11]){   
147.                 case "x":   
148.                     InputUI.xMagButton.setSelected(true);   
149.                     break;   
150.                 case "y":   
151.                     InputUI.yMagButton.setSelected(true);   
152.                     break;   
153.                 case "z":   
154.                     InputUI.zMagButton.setSelected(true);   
155.                     break;   
156.                 default:   
157.                     InputUI.xMagButton.setSelected(true);   
158.                     break;   
159.             }   
160.                
161.             switch (input[12]){   
162.                 case "x":   
163.                     InputUI.xSensButton.setSelected(true);   
164.                     break;   
165.                 case "y":   
166.                     InputUI.ySensButton.setSelected(true);   
167.                     break;   
168.                 case "z":   
169.                     InputUI.zSensButton.setSelected(true);   
170.                     break;   
171.                 default:   
172.                     InputUI.zSensButton.setSelected(true);   
173.                     break;   
174.             }   
175.                
176.             switch (input[13]){   
177.                 case "1":   
178.                     InputUI.sensorBox.setValue("Sensor 1");   
179.                     break;   
180.                 case "2":   
181.                     InputUI.sensorBox.setValue("Sensor 2");   
182.                     break;   
183.                 case "3":   
184.                     InputUI.sensorBox.setValue("Sensor 3");   
185.                     break;   
186.                 default:   
187.                     InputUI.sensorBox.setValue("Sensor 1");   
188.                     break;   
189.             }   
190.                
191.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Parameters loaded from " + file.getAbsolutePath(

) );   
192.                            
193.         }   



194.         catch (IOException ex) {   
195.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("File path not found.");   
196.         }           
197.         catch (Exception e) {   
198.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Error reading file.");   
199.         }   
200.     }   
201.        
202.     public static void exportParameters(File file) {   
203.         try {   
204.             // prepare parameters to print to file   
205.             Charset utf8 = StandardCharsets.UTF_8;   
206.             String[] fileString = new String[14];   
207.             fileString[0] = "Structure width = " + String.valueOf(Scales.getw()*1e6);   
208.             fileString[1] = "Pole pitch = " + String.valueOf(Scales.getpp()*1e6);   
209.             fileString[2] = "Reading distance = " + String.valueOf(Field.getrd()*1e6);   
210.             fileString[3] = "Number of poles = " + String.valueOf(Scales.getN());   
211.             fileString[4] = "Scale thickness = " + String.valueOf(Scales.gett()*1e6);   
212.             fileString[5] = "Scale length = " + String.valueOf(Scales.getl()*1e3);   
213.             fileString[6] = "Sensor position along y = " + String.valueOf(Sensor.getsensing

Position()*1e3);   
214.             fileString[7] = "Resolution = " + String.valueOf(Field.getdx()*1e6);   
215.             fileString[8] = "Saturation Magnetization = " + String.valueOf(Scales.getMs()*1

e-3);   
216.             fileString[9] = "Remanent Magnetization = " + String.valueOf(Scales.getMr()*1e-

3);   
217.             fileString[10] = "Magnetization change = " + String.valueOf(Scales.getdeltaM()*

100);   
218.             fileString[11] = "Magnetization direction = " + Scales.getmagnetization();   
219.             fileString[12] = "Sensing direction = " + Sensor.getsensing();   
220.             fileString[13] = "Sensor type = " + Sensor.getsensorType();   
221.             List<String> lines = Arrays.asList(fileString);   
222.                
223.             // print parameters to file   
224.             Files.write(Paths.get(file.getAbsolutePath()), lines, utf8);   
225.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Parameters exported to " + file.getAbsolutePath(

));   
226.         }   
227.         catch (IOException ex) {   
228.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("File path not found.");   
229.         }           
230.         catch (Exception e) {   
231.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Please run a simulation with these parameters fi

rst.");   
232.         }   
233.     }   
234.        
235.     public static void saveData(File file) {   
236.         try {   
237.             // prepare data to print to file (x, H)   
238.             Charset utf8 = StandardCharsets.UTF_8;   
239.             String[] fieldString = new String[InputUI.field.length];   
240.             for (int i = 0; i < InputUI.field.length; i++) {   
241.                 fieldString[i] = String.valueOf(Conversions.mTomm(i * Field.getdx()))   
242.                                + ", " + String.valueOf(Conversions.AmTouT(InputUI.field[i])

);   
243.             }   
244.             List<String> lines = Arrays.asList(fieldString);   
245.                
246.             // print data to file   
247.             Files.write(Paths.get(file.getAbsolutePath()), lines, utf8);   
248.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Data saved to " + file.getAbsolutePath());   
249.         }   
250.         catch (IOException ex) {   
251.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("File path not found.");   
252.         }           
253.         catch (Exception e) {   
254.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("There is no simulation data to be saved yet."); 

  
255.         }   
256.     }   
257. }   

InputUI.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. import java.text.DecimalFormat;   
4. import javafx.collections.FXCollections;   
5. import javafx.event.EventHandler;   
6. import javafx.geometry.Insets;   
7. import javafx.scene.control.Button;   
8. import javafx.scene.control.ChoiceBox;   
9. import javafx.scene.control.Label;   
10. import javafx.scene.control.RadioButton;   
11. import javafx.scene.control.TextField;   
12. import javafx.scene.control.ToggleGroup;   
13. import javafx.scene.control.Tooltip;   
14. import javafx.scene.image.Image;   
15. import javafx.scene.input.MouseEvent;   
16. import javafx.scene.layout.GridPane;   
17.    
18. /**  
19.  * Configuration of left side input fields.  
20.  */   
21. public class InputUI {   
22.     // structure width (text field)   
23.     static Label wLabel = new Label("Structure width: ");   
24.     static TextField wField = new TextField();   
25.     static Label wUnit = new Label("um");   
26.        
27.     // pole pitch (text field)   
28.     static Label ppLabel = new Label("Pole pitch: ");   
29.     static TextField ppField = new TextField();   
30.     static Label ppUnit = new Label("um");   
31.     static Button ppHelp = new Button();   
32.            
33.     // reading distance (text field)   
34.     static Label rdLabel = new Label("Reading distance: ");   
35.     static TextField rdField = new TextField();   
36.     static Label rdUnit = new Label("um");   
37.        
38.     // number of poles (text field)   
39.     static Label NLabel = new Label("Number of poles: ");   
40.     static TextField NField = new TextField();   
41.        
42.     // thickness (text field)   
43.     static Label tLabel = new Label("Scale thickness: ");   
44.     static TextField tField = new TextField();   
45.     static Label tUnit = new Label("um");   
46.        
47.     // length (text field)   
48.     static Label lLabel = new Label("Structure length: ");   
49.     static TextField lField = new TextField();   
50.     static Label lUnit = new Label("mm");   
51.        
52.     // sensor position (text field)   
53.     static Label sPLabel = new Label("Sensor position along y: ");   
54.     static TextField sPField = new TextField();   
55.     static Label sPUnit = new Label("mm");   
56.        
57.     // resolution (text field)   
58.     static Label dxLabel = new Label("Resolution: ");   
59.     static TextField dxField = new TextField();   
60.     static Label dxUnit = new Label("um");   
61.        
62.     // saturation magnetization (text field)   
63.     static Label MsLabel = new Label("Saturation Magnetization: ");   
64.     static TextField MsField = new TextField();   
65.     static Label MsUnit = new Label("kA/m");   
66.        
67.     // remanent magnetization (text field)   
68.     static Label MrLabel = new Label("Remanent Magnetization: ");   
69.     static TextField MrField = new TextField();   
70.     static Label MrUnit = new Label("kA/m");   

71.        
72.     // variation of the magnetization over the depth (text field)   
73.     static Label deltaLabel = new Label("Magnetization change: ");   
74.     static TextField deltaField = new TextField();   
75.     static Label deltaUnit = new Label("%");   
76.        
77.     // magnetization direction (radio button)   
78.     static Label magnetizationLabel = new Label("Magnetization direction:");   
79.     static ToggleGroup magnetizationGroup = new ToggleGroup();   
80.     static RadioButton xMagButton = new RadioButton("x");   
81.     static RadioButton yMagButton = new RadioButton("y");   
82.     static RadioButton zMagButton = new RadioButton("z");   
83.        
84.        
85.     // sensing direction (radio button)   
86.     static Label sensingLabel = new Label("Sensing direction:");   
87.     static ToggleGroup sensingGroup = new ToggleGroup();   
88.     static RadioButton xSensButton = new RadioButton("x axis");   
89.     static RadioButton ySensButton = new RadioButton("y axis");   
90.     static RadioButton zSensButton = new RadioButton("z axis");   
91.        
92.     // sensor type (choice box)   
93.     static Label sensorLabel = new Label("Sensor type:");   
94.     static ChoiceBox<String> sensorBox = new ChoiceBox<>(   
95.         FXCollections.observableArrayList("Sensor 1", "Sensor 2", "Sensor 3"));   
96.            
97.     // start button   
98.     static Button startButton = new Button();   
99.        
100.     // variable to store the data for it to be used by other classes   
101.     static double[] field;   
102.        
103.     public static GridPane addLeftSide() {   
104.         GridPane grid = new GridPane();   
105.         grid.setHgap(5);   
106.         grid.setVgap(10);   
107.         grid.setPadding(new Insets(0,10,0,10));   
108.         Image helpIcon;   
109.            
110.         // structure width   
111.         wField.setTooltip(new Tooltip ("Insert the structure width."));   
112.         wField.setPrefWidth(75);   
113.         grid.add(wLabel, 0, 1, 2, 1);   
114.         grid.add(wField, 2, 1);    
115.         grid.add(wUnit, 3, 1);   
116.            
117.         // pole pitch   
118.         ppField.setTooltip(new Tooltip ("Insert the pole pitch."));   
119.         ppField.setPrefWidth(75);   
120.         grid.add(ppLabel, 0, 2, 2, 1);   
121.         grid.add(ppField, 2, 2);   
122.         grid.add(ppUnit, 3, 2);   
123.         //grid.add(ppHelp, 4, 2);   
124.            
125.         // reading distance   
126.         rdField.setTooltip(new Tooltip ("Insert the reading distance."));   
127.         rdField.setPrefWidth(75);   
128.         grid.add(rdLabel, 0, 3, 2, 1);   
129.         grid.add(rdField, 2, 3);    
130.         grid.add(rdUnit, 3, 3);   
131.            
132.         // number of poles   
133.         NField.setPrefWidth(75);   
134.         grid.add(NLabel, 0, 4, 2, 1);   
135.         grid.add(NField, 2, 4);    
136.            
137.         // thickness   
138.         tField.setPrefWidth(75);   
139.         grid.add(tLabel, 0, 5, 2, 1);   
140.         grid.add(tField, 2, 5);    
141.         grid.add(tUnit, 3, 5);   
142.            
143.         // length   

144.         lField.setPrefWidth(75);   
145.         grid.add(lLabel, 0, 6, 2, 1);   
146.         grid.add(lField, 2, 6);    
147.         grid.add(lUnit, 3, 6);   
148.            
149.         // sensor position   
150.         sPField.setPrefWidth(75);   
151.         grid.add(sPLabel, 0, 7, 2, 1);   
152.         grid.add(sPField, 2, 7);    
153.         grid.add(sPUnit, 3, 7);   
154.            
155.         // resolution    
156.         dxField.setPrefWidth(75);   
157.         grid.add(dxLabel, 0, 8, 2, 1);   
158.         grid.add(dxField, 2, 8);    
159.         grid.add(dxUnit, 3, 8);   
160.            
161.         // saturation magnetization   
162.         MsField.setPrefWidth(75);   
163.         grid.add(MsLabel, 0, 9, 2, 1);   
164.         grid.add(MsField, 2, 9);    
165.         grid.add(MsUnit, 3, 9);   
166.            
167.         // remanent magnetization   
168.         MrField.setPrefWidth(75);   
169.         grid.add(MrLabel, 0, 10, 2, 1);   
170.         grid.add(MrField, 2, 10);    
171.         grid.add(MrUnit, 3, 10);   
172.            
173.         // delta M   
174.         deltaField.setPrefWidth(75);   
175.         grid.add(deltaLabel, 0, 11, 2, 1);   
176.         grid.add(deltaField, 2, 11);    
177.         grid.add(deltaUnit, 3, 11);   
178.            
179.         return grid;   
180.     }   
181.        
182.     public static GridPane addRightSide() {   
183.         GridPane grid = new GridPane();   
184.         grid.setHgap(5);   
185.         grid.setVgap(10);   
186.         grid.setPadding(new Insets(0,10,0,10));   
187.                
188.         // magnetization direction   
189.         xMagButton.setToggleGroup(magnetizationGroup);   
190.         xMagButton.setSelected(true);   
191.         xMagButton.setUserData("x");   
192.         yMagButton.setToggleGroup(magnetizationGroup);   
193.         yMagButton.setUserData("y");   
194.         zMagButton.setToggleGroup(magnetizationGroup);   
195.         zMagButton.setUserData("z");   
196.         grid.add(magnetizationLabel, 0, 1, 3, 1);   
197.         grid.add(xMagButton, 0, 2);   
198.         grid.add(yMagButton, 1, 2);   
199.         grid.add(zMagButton, 2, 2);   
200.            
201.         // sensing direction   
202.         xSensButton.setToggleGroup(sensingGroup);   
203.         xSensButton.setUserData("x");   
204.         ySensButton.setToggleGroup(sensingGroup);   
205.         ySensButton.setUserData("y");   
206.         zSensButton.setToggleGroup(sensingGroup);   
207.         zSensButton.setSelected(true);   
208.         zSensButton.setUserData("z");   
209.         grid.add(sensingLabel, 0, 4, 3, 1);   
210.         grid.add(xSensButton, 0, 5);   
211.         grid.add(ySensButton, 1, 5);   
212.         grid.add(zSensButton, 2, 5);   
213.                   
214.         // sensor type   
215.         sensorBox.setTooltip(new Tooltip ("Select the sensor"));   
216.         grid.add(sensorLabel, 0, 7, 3, 1);   



217.         grid.add(sensorBox, 0, 8, 3, 1);   
218.            
219.         // start button   
220.         startButton.setText("Start");           
221.         startButton.setStyle("-fx-font-size: 18; -fx-font-weight: normal; -fx-text-

fill: black;");   
222.                  
223.         startButton.addEventHandler(MouseEvent.MOUSE_PRESSED,   
224.         new EventHandler<MouseEvent>() {   
225.             @Override   
226.             public void handle(MouseEvent e) {   
227.                 if (getInput()) {   
228.                     BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Simulation started, please wait...");   
229.                 }   
230.             }   
231.         });   
232.            
233.         startButton.addEventHandler(MouseEvent.MOUSE_RELEASED,   
234.         new EventHandler<MouseEvent>() {   
235.             @Override   
236.             public void handle(MouseEvent e) {   
237.                 if(getInput()) {   
238.                     long startTime;   
239.                     long elapsedTime;   
240.                     Field.initialiseAll();   
241.    
242.                     // start time   
243.                     startTime = System.nanoTime();   
244.    
245.                     // calculate field (returns array with field at each point)   
246.                     field = Field.calculateField();   
247.                     GraphUI.scatterChart.setData(GraphUI.getChartData(field));   
248.    
249.                     // OUTPUT   
250.                     // print to console (H)                   
251.                     /*for (int i = 0; i < field.length; i++) {  
252.                         System.out.println(Conversions.AmToOe(field[i]));  
253.                     }*/   
254.                            
255.                     // elapsed time calculation   
256.                     elapsedTime = System.nanoTime() - startTime;   
257.                     DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("#.##");   
258.                     BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Elapsed time: " + df.format(elapsedTime/

1e9) + " seconds.");   
259.                 }   
260.             }   
261.         });   
262.            
263.         grid.add(startButton, 1, 10, 3, 2);   
264.            
265.         return grid;   
266.     }   
267.        
268.     public static boolean getInput() {   
269.         reset(wField);   
270.         reset(ppField);   
271.         reset(rdField);   
272.         reset(NField);   
273.         reset(tField);   
274.         reset(lField);   
275.         reset(sPField);   
276.         reset(dxField);   
277.         reset(MsField);   
278.         reset(MrField);   
279.         reset(deltaField);   
280.         sensorBox.setStyle("-fx-text-box-border: ladder(-fx-background, black 10%,derive(-

fx-background, -15%) 30% );; -fx-focus-color: #039ED3 ;");   
281.         try {   
282.             Scales.setw(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.wField.getText())); // [um]   
283.             if (Scales.getw() < 1e-6 || Scales.getw() > 10000e-6) {   
284.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Structure width out of range (required: 1 to

 10000 um).");   
285.                 highlight(wField);   

286.                 return false;   
287.             }   
288.         }   
289.         catch (Exception e) {   
290.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the structure width.");   
291.             highlight(wField);   
292.             return false;   
293.         }   
294.            
295.         try {   
296.             Scales.setpp(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.ppField.getText())); // [um]   
297.             if (Scales.getpp() < 1e-6 || Scales.getpp() > 10000e-6) {   
298.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Pole pitch out of range (required: 1 to 1000

0 um).");   
299.                 highlight(ppField);   
300.                 return false;   
301.             }   
302.         }   
303.         catch (Exception e) {   
304.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the pole pitch.");   
305.             highlight(ppField);   
306.             return false;   
307.         }   
308.            
309.         try {   
310.             Field.setrd(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.rdField.getText())); // [um]   
311.             if (Field.getrd() < 1e-6 || Field.getrd() > 5000e-6) {   
312.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Reading distance out of range (required: 1 t

o 10000 um).");   
313.                 highlight(rdField);   
314.                 return false;   
315.             }   
316.         }   
317.         catch (Exception e) {   
318.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the reading distance.");   
319.             highlight(rdField);   
320.             return false;   
321.         }   
322.            
323.         try {   
324.             Scales.setN(Integer.parseInt(InputUI.NField.getText()));   
325.             if (Scales.getN() < 1 || Scales.getN() > 50) {   
326.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Number of poles out of range (required: 1 to

 50).");   
327.                 highlight(NField);   
328.                 return false;   
329.             }   
330.         }   
331.         catch (Exception e) {   
332.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the number of poles.");   
333.             highlight(NField);   
334.             return false;   
335.         }   
336.            
337.         try {   
338.             Scales.sett(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.tField.getText()));   // [um]   
339.             if (Scales.gett() < 0.01e-6) {   
340.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Thickness is too small (required: >0.01um)."

);   
341.                 highlight(tField);   
342.                 return false;   
343.             }   
344.         }   
345.         catch (Exception e) {   
346.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the thickness.");   
347.             highlight(tField);   
348.             return false;   
349.         }   
350.            
351.         try {   
352.             Scales.setl(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.lField.getText()));   // [mm]   
353.             if (Scales.getl() <= 0) {   
354.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Length is too small (required: >0mm).");   

355.                 highlight(lField);   
356.                 return false;   
357.             }   
358.         }   
359.         catch (Exception e) {   
360.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the length.");   
361.             highlight(lField);   
362.             return false;   
363.         }   
364.            
365.         try {   
366.             Sensor.setsensingPosition(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.sPField.getText()));   // 

[mm]   
367.             if (Math.abs(Sensor.getsensingPosition()) > Scales.getl()/2) {   
368.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Sensor position is outside the scale range."

);   
369.                 highlight(sPField);   
370.                 return false;   
371.             }   
372.         }   
373.         catch (Exception e) {   
374.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the sensor position.");   
375.             highlight(sPField);   
376.             return false;   
377.         }   
378.            
379.         try {   
380.             Field.setdx(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.dxField.getText()));  // [um]   
381.             if (Field.getdx() < 1e-6 || Field.getdx() > 100e-6) {   
382.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Resolution out of range (required: 1 to 100 

um).");   
383.                 highlight(dxField);   
384.                 return false;   
385.             }   
386.         }   
387.         catch (Exception e) {   
388.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the resolution.");   
389.             highlight(dxField);   
390.             return false;   
391.         }   
392.            
393.         try {   
394.             Scales.setMs(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.MsField.getText())); // [kA/m]   
395.             if (Scales.getMs() < 1e3 || Scales.getMs() > 1000e3) {   
396.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Saturation magnetization out of range (requi

red: 1 to 1000 kA/m).");   
397.                 highlight(MsField);   
398.                 return false;   
399.             }   
400.         }   
401.         catch (Exception e) {   
402.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the saturation magnetization."

);   
403.             highlight(MsField);   
404.             return false;   
405.         }   
406.            
407.         try {   
408.             Scales.setMr(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.MrField.getText())); // [kA/m]   
409.             if (Scales.getMr() > 1000e3) {   
410.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Remanent magnetization too large (required: 

< 1000 kA/m).");   
411.                 highlight(MrField);   
412.                 return false;   
413.             }   
414.             if (Scales.getMr() > Scales.getMs()) {   
415.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Remanent magnetization cannot be larger than

 saturation magnetization.");   
416.                 highlight(MrField);   
417.                 return false;   
418.             }   
419.         }   
420.         catch (Exception e) {   

421.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the remanent magnetization.");
   

422.             highlight(MrField);   
423.             return false;   
424.         }        
425.            
426.         try {   
427.             Scales.setdeltaM(Double.parseDouble(InputUI.deltaField.getText())); // [%]   
428.             if (Scales.getdeltaM() < 0) {   
429.                 BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Delta M cannot be negative.");   
430.                 highlight(deltaField);   
431.                 return false;   
432.             }   
433.         }   
434.         catch (Exception e) {   
435.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Invalid value for the delta M.");   
436.             highlight(deltaField);   
437.             return false;   
438.         }        
439.            
440.         Scales.setmagnetization(InputUI.magnetizationGroup.getSelectedToggle().getUserData(

).toString());   
441.         Sensor.setsensing(InputUI.sensingGroup.getSelectedToggle().getUserData().toString()

);   
442.            
443.         try {   
444.             switch (InputUI.sensorBox.getValue()) {   
445.                 case "Sensor 1":   
446.                 case "Sensor 2":   
447.                 case "Sensor 3":   
448.                     Sensor.setsensorType(1);   
449.                     break;   
450.             }   
451.         }   
452.         catch (Exception e){   
453.             BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Please select a sensor.");   
454.             sensorBox.setStyle("-fx-base: darksalmon; -fx-focus-color: red ;");   
455.             return false;   
456.         }   
457.         return true;   
458.     }   
459.    
460.     public static void highlight(TextField field) {   
461.         field.setStyle("-fx-base: darksalmon; -fx-text-box-border: red ; -fx-focus-

color: red ;");   
462.     }   
463.        
464.     public static void reset(TextField field) {   
465.         field.setStyle("-fx-text-box-border: ladder(-fx-background, black 10%,derive(-fx-

background, -15%) 30% );; -fx-focus-color: #039ED3 ;");   
466.     }   
467.    
468. }   

BottomUI.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. import javafx.geometry.Insets;   
4. import javafx.scene.control.Label;   
5. import javafx.scene.layout.GridPane;   
6.    
7. /**  
8.  * Configuration of box at the bottom of the interface to display diverse  
9.  * messages.  
10.  */   
11. public class BottomUI {   
12.     // label for info messages   
13.     static Label messageLabel = new Label("Please enter the simulation parameters. Press the 'star

t' button to run.");   
14.        



15.     public static GridPane addBottomSide() {     
16.         GridPane grid = new GridPane();   
17.         grid.setHgap(5);   
18.         grid.setVgap(10);   
19.         grid.setPadding(new Insets(0,10,0,10));   
20.         grid.add(messageLabel, 0, 0);   
21.         return grid;   
22.     }   
23. }   

GraphUI.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. import javafx.collections.FXCollections;   
4. import javafx.collections.ObservableList;   
5. import javafx.geometry.Insets;   
6. import javafx.scene.chart.NumberAxis;   
7. import javafx.scene.chart.ScatterChart;   
8. import javafx.scene.chart.XYChart;   
9. import javafx.scene.chart.XYChart.Series;   
10. import javafx.scene.layout.GridPane;   
11.    
12. /**  
13.  * Configuration of the central graph area.  
14.  */   
15. public class GraphUI  {   
16.     public static NumberAxis xAxis = new NumberAxis();   
17.     public static NumberAxis yAxis = new NumberAxis();   
18.     public static ScatterChart scatterChart = new ScatterChart(xAxis, yAxis);   
19.        
20.     public static GridPane addCenter() {     
21.         GridPane grid = new GridPane();   
22.         grid.setHgap(5);   
23.         grid.setVgap(10);   
24.         grid.setPadding(new Insets(0,10,0,10));   
25.            
26.         xAxis.setLabel("Position (mm)");   
27.         yAxis.setLabel("Magnetic Field (uT)");   
28.            
29.         scatterChart.setTitle("Magnetic Field (uT)");   
30.         scatterChart.setLegendVisible(false);   
31.            
32.         scatterChart.setMinHeight(480);   
33.         scatterChart.setMinWidth(640);   
34.                            
35.         grid.add(scatterChart, 0, 0);   
36.            
37.         return grid;   
38.     }   
39.        
40.     public static ObservableList<XYChart.Series<Double, Double>> getChartData(double [] field) {   
41.         ObservableList<XYChart.Series<Double, Double>> graph = FXCollections.observableArrayList()

;   
42.         Series<Double, Double> fieldSeries = new Series<Double, Double>();   
43.          
44.         for (int i = 0; i < field.length; i++) {   
45.             fieldSeries.getData().add(new XYChart.Data(Conversions.mTomm(i * Field.getdx()),    
46.                                                        Conversions.AmTouT(field[i])));   
47.         }   
48.                 
49.         graph.addAll(fieldSeries);   
50.         return graph;   
51.     }   
52. }   

 

 

 

ChartPoints.css 

1. /*   
2.     Customisation of graph area  
3. */   
4.    
5. .chart-symbol {   
6.     -fx-background-color: #1a53ff;   
7.     -fx-padding: 4px;   
8. }   

Presets.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3.    
4. /**  
5.  * Preset examples selectable from the menu bar are set here.  
6.  */   
7. public class Presets {   
8.     public static void setDefault() {   
9.         InputUI.wField.setText("1000");   
10.         InputUI.ppField.setText("1000");   
11.         InputUI.rdField.setText("1000");   
12.         InputUI.NField.setText("30");   
13.         InputUI.tField.setText("0.1");   
14.         InputUI.lField.setText("3");   
15.         InputUI.sPField.setText("0");   
16.         InputUI.dxField.setText("10");   
17.         InputUI.MsField.setText("605.04");   
18.         InputUI.MrField.setText("605.04");   
19.         InputUI.deltaField.setText("0");   
20.         InputUI.xMagButton.setSelected(true);   
21.         InputUI.zSensButton.setSelected(true);   
22.         InputUI.sensorBox.setValue("Sensor 1");   
23.         BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Default parameters loaded.");   
24.     }   
25.        
26.     public static void setExample1() {   
27.         InputUI.wField.setText("1000");   
28.         InputUI.ppField.setText("1000");   
29.         InputUI.rdField.setText("1000");   
30.         InputUI.NField.setText("6");   
31.         InputUI.tField.setText("0.1");   
32.         InputUI.lField.setText("3");   
33.         InputUI.sPField.setText("0");   
34.         InputUI.dxField.setText("50");   
35.         InputUI.MsField.setText("605.04");   
36.         InputUI.MrField.setText("605.04");   
37.         InputUI.deltaField.setText("0");   
38.         InputUI.xMagButton.setSelected(true);   
39.         InputUI.zSensButton.setSelected(true);   
40.         InputUI.sensorBox.setValue("Sensor 1");   
41.         BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Example 1 parameters loaded.");   
42.     }   
43.        
44.     public static void setExample2() {   
45.         InputUI.wField.setText("1000");   
46.         InputUI.ppField.setText("1000");   
47.         InputUI.rdField.setText("1000");   
48.         InputUI.NField.setText("10");   
49.         InputUI.tField.setText("10");   
50.         InputUI.lField.setText("3");   
51.         InputUI.sPField.setText("0");   
52.         InputUI.dxField.setText("10");   
53.         InputUI.MsField.setText("250");   
54.         InputUI.MrField.setText("60");   
55.         InputUI.deltaField.setText("0");   

56.         InputUI.xMagButton.setSelected(true);   
57.         InputUI.zSensButton.setSelected(true);   
58.         InputUI.sensorBox.setValue("Sensor 1");   
59.         BottomUI.messageLabel.setText("Example 2 parameters loaded.");   
60.     }   
61. }   

Field.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. import java.util.Arrays;   
4.    
5. /**  
6.  *  
7.  * The magnetic field is calculated here:  
8.  * 1) the outermost loop goes through the different heights in the sensor  
9.  * (imported from the Sensor class);  
10.  * 2) the intermediate loop goes through the different positions in the scan;  
11.  * 3) the innermost loop goes through the different poles, adding their   
12.  * contribution to the field created at each point;  
13.  * The scans at different heights are then averaged;  
14.  * Different magnetizations (IP or OOP) are accounted for.  
15.  * Future work: make magnetization dependent on sensor position  
16.  */   
17. public class Field {   
18.     private static double rd;         // reading distance [m]   
19.     private static double dx;         // resolution in x [m]   
20.        
21.     private static double xi;         // starting point [m]   
22.     private static double xf;         // ending point [m]   
23.     private static int P;             // number of points in a scan   
24.     private static double[] x;        // array with positions in x axis   
25.        
26.     private static double[][] H;      // array for the field, height x distance   
27.     private static double[] HAverage; // array for the field average over height   
28.        
29.     private static double z1;         // upper pole edge [m]   
30.     private static double z2;         // lower pole edge [m]   
31.     private static double x1;         // left pole edge  [m]   
32.     private static double x2;         // right pole edge [m]   
33.              
34.     // INITIALISATION //    
35.     public static void initialiseAll() {   
36.         xi = -3.5e-3;   
37.         xf = (Scales.getN() - 1) * (Scales.getpp() + Scales.getw()) + 3.5e-3;     
38.         P = (int) ((xf-xi)/dx + 1);   
39.         x = new double[P];   
40.         H = new double[Sensor.getnSensor()][P];   
41.         HAverage = new double[P];   
42.         for (int i = 0; i<P; i++) {    // fills x with coordinates   
43.             x[i] = xi + dx * i;   
44.         }   
45.            
46.         Arrays.fill(HAverage, 0.0);    // fills HAverage with 0s   
47.                    
48.         Sensor.setzp();   
49.            
50.         Scales.initialiseSaturation(Scales.getN());   
51.     }   
52.        
53.     public static double[] calculateField() {   
54.         double h = 0;      // variable for field increments   
55.         double M = 0;      // variable for magnetization (= Ms or = Mr)   
56.             
57.         // distances between the corners of the pole and the sensor location   
58.         double r1; // top-left corner   
59.         double r2; // top-right corner   
60.         double r3; // bottom-left corner   
61.         double r4; // bottom-right corner   
62.            

63.         // angles between r1-4   
64.         double dtheta1; // r1, r3   
65.         double dtheta2; // r2, r4   
66.         double dtheta3; // r2, r1   
67.         double dtheta4; // r3, r4   
68.                    
69.         // field calculation   
70.         for (int i = 0; i < Sensor.getnSensor(); i++) {   // loop for sensor height   
71.             z1 = Sensor.getzp()[i] - Scales.gett() / 2;    
72.             z2 = Sensor.getzp()[i] + Scales.gett() / 2;                
73.                
74.             for (int j = 0; j<P ; j++) {                  // loop for x position   
75.                    
76.                 for (int k = 0; k < Scales.getN(); k++) { // loop for poles   
77.                     // magnetization along y   
78.                     // needs a separate section since it's quite different   
79.                     if (Scales.getmagnetization().equals("y")) {   
80.                         M = Scales.getMs();   
81.    
82.                         // setting the position of the sensor and scale edges on the y axis   
83.                         double y1 = Sensor.getsensingPosition() - Scales.getl()/2;   
84.                         double y2 = Sensor.getsensingPosition() + Scales.getl()/2;   
85.                            
86.                         // number of points in each structure for the numerical integration   
87.                         // more points -> higher resolution   
88.                         // points = 11 -> pp/100 um resolution   
89.                         // points = 101-> pp/1000 um resolution   
90.                         int points = 101;    
91.                            
92.                         h = 0.0; // setting h to 0 so we can add the contribution of each division

   
93.                            
94.                         for (int l = 0; l < points; l++) {   
95.                             // decreasing x after each step   
96.                             x1 = x[j] - Scales.getw() * 2 * k - l * (Scales.getw() / (points-

1));   
97.    
98.                             r1 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y1,2) + Math.pow(z1,2));   
99.                             r2 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y2,2) + Math.pow(z1,2));   
100.                             r3 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y1,2) + Math.pow(z2,2)

);   
101.                             r4 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y2,2) + Math.pow(z2,2)

);                          
102.    
103.                             dtheta1 = - Math.atan(Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y1,2)

)/z1)  // -theta1 + theta3   
104.                                       + Math.atan(Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y1,2)

)/z2);   
105.                             dtheta2 = - Math.atan(-

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y2,2))/z1) // -theta2 + theta4   
106.                                       + Math.atan(-

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y2,2))/z2);                                           
107.    
108.                             // FIELD CALCULATIONS //   
109.                             // x component   
110.                             if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("x")) {   
111.                                 h += 0.0;   
112.                             }   
113.                                
114.                             // y component   
115.                             else if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("y")) {   
116.                                 h += - M / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta1   
117.                                      + M / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta2;   
118.                             }   
119.                                
120.                             // z component   
121.                             else if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("z")) {   
122.                                 h += + M / (2 * Math.PI) * Math.log(r3/r1)    
123.                                      - M / (2 * Math.PI) * Math.log(r4/r2);   
124.                             }   
125.                                                            
126.                         }   
127.                         // averaging over x   



128.                         H[i][j] += h/points;   
129.                     }   
130.                        
131.                     // magnetization along x   
132.                     // magnetization along z   
133.                     else {                
134.                         //x1 = x[j] - Scales.getw() * 2 * k;   
135.                         x1 = x[j] - (Scales.getw() + Scales.getpp()) * k;   
136.                         //x2 = x[j] - Scales.getw() * (2 * k + 1);   
137.                         x2 = x[j] - (Scales.getw() + Scales.getpp()) * k - Scales.getw();   
138.                            
139.                            
140.                         if (Math.abs(x1) <= 3e-3 && Math.abs(x2) <= 2e-3) {   
141.                             M = Scales.getMs();   
142.                         }   
143.                            
144.                         else {   
145.                             M = Scales.getMs();   
146.                         }   
147.                            
148.                         //System.out.println(k + " " + M);   
149.                            
150.                         double rho = Scales.getdeltaM() * M / Scales.gett();      
151.                         h = 0.0;   
152.    
153.                         r1 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z1,2) + Math.pow(x1,2));   
154.                         r2 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z1,2) + Math.pow(x2,2));   
155.                         r3 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z2,2) + Math.pow(x1,2));   
156.                         r4 = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z2,2) + Math.pow(x2,2));   
157.    
158.                         dtheta1 = - Math.atan(x1/z1) + Math.atan(x1/z2);   
159.                         dtheta2 = - Math.atan(x2/z1) + Math.atan(x2/z2);   
160.                         dtheta3 = - Math.atan(x2/z1) + Math.atan(x1/z1);   
161.                         dtheta4 = - Math.atan(x2/z2) + Math.atan(x1/z2);    
162.    
163.                         /* ALTERNATIVE METHOD TO WORK OUT THE ANGLES */   
164.                         /* uncomment as necessary */   
165.    
166.                         /*double dtheta1x;  
167.                         double dtheta2x;  
168.   
169.                         if (x1 > 0) {dtheta1x = - Math.acos((x1 * x1 + z1 * z2)/(r1 * r3));

}  
170.                         else        {dtheta1x = + Math.acos((x1 * x1 + z1 * z2)/(r1 * r3));

}  
171.                         if (x2 > 0) {dtheta2x = - Math.acos((x2 * x2 + z1 * z2)/(r2 * r4));

}  
172.                         else        {dtheta2x = + Math.acos((x2 * x2 + z1 * z2)/(r2 * r4));

}*/   
173.    
174.                         // FIELD CALCULATIONS //   
175.                            
176.                         // magnetization along x   
177.                         if (Scales.getmagnetization().equals("x")) {   
178.                                
179.                             // x component   
180.                             if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("x")) {   
181.                                 // splitting structure in several stacked ones with differe

nt M   
182.                                 /*int n_div = 10;  
183.                                 for (int l = 0; l < n_div; l++) {  
184.                                     double z1p = Sensor.getzp()[i] + Scales.gett()/n_div * 

(n_div - 1 - l);   
185.                                     double z2p = Sensor.getzp()[i] + Scales.gett()/n_div * 

(n_div - l);  
186.                                     double dtheta1p = - Math.atan(x1/z1p) + Math.atan(x1/z2

p);  
187.                                     double dtheta2p = - Math.atan(x2/z1p) + Math.atan(x2/z2

p);  
188.                                     double Mp = Scales.getMs() * ((double)(l+1)/ n_div)*0;  
189.                                       
190.                                     h += - Mp / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta1p  
191.                                          + Mp / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta2p;  

192.                                 }*/                                                        
       

193.                                                                    
194.                                 // without splitting   
195.                                 h += - M / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta1   
196.                                      + M / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta2;   
197.                                                               
198.                                 h += + rho / (2 * Math.PI) * (x1 * dtheta1 - x2 * dtheta2) 

  
199.                                      - rho / (2 * Math.PI) * (z1 * Math.log(r1/r2) - z2 * M

ath.log(r3/r4));   
200.                             }   
201.    
202.                             // y component   
203.                             else if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("y")) {   
204.                                 h += 0.0;   
205.                             }   
206.    
207.                             // z component   
208.                             else if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("z")) {                    

              
209.                                 // analytical integration for surface   
210.                                 h += - M / (2 * Math.PI) * Math.log(r3/r1)   
211.                                      + M / (2 * Math.PI) * Math.log(r4/r2);                

           
212.                                    
213.                                 // analytical integration for volume   
214.                                 h += - rho / (2 * Math.PI) * (z1 * dtheta3 - z2 * dtheta4) 

  
215.                                      + rho / (2 * Math.PI) * (x1 * Math.log(r1/r3) - x2 * M

ath.log(r2/r4));   
216.                                    
217.                                 // numerical integration for surface   
218.                                 /*  
219.                                 int n_div = 20;  
220.                                 for (int l = 0; l<n_div; l++) {  
221.                                     double za = Scales.gett() * (-

1./2 + (double)l / n_div + 1. / n_div);  
222.                                     double zb = Scales.gett() * (-

1./2 + (double)l / n_div);  
223.                                     double z1p = Sensor.getzp()[i] - za;   
224.                                     double z2p = Sensor.getzp()[i] - zb;  
225.                                     double r1p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z1p,2) + Math.pow(x1,2)

);  
226.                                     double r2p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z1p,2) + Math.pow(x2,2)

);  
227.                                     double r3p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z2p,2) + Math.pow(x1,2)

);  
228.                                     double r4p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z2p,2) + Math.pow(x2,2)

);  
229.                                       
230.                                     h += - M / (4 * Math.PI) * (za-

zb) * (z1p / Math.pow(r1p,2) + z2p / Math.pow(r3p,2));  
231.                                     h += + M / (4 * Math.PI) * (za-

zb) * (z1p / Math.pow(r2p,2) + z2p / Math.pow(r4p,2));  
232.                                 }*/   
233.                                    
234.                                 // numerical integration for volume (linear)   
235.                                 /*  
236.                                 int n_div_x = 10;  
237.                                 int n_div_z = 4;  
238.                                 for (int l = 0; l<n_div_z; l++) {  
239.                                     double za = Scales.gett() * (-

1./2 + (double)l / n_div_z + 1. / n_div_z);  
240.                                     double zb = Scales.gett() * (-

1./2 + (double)l / n_div_z);  
241.                                     double z1p = Sensor.getzp()[i] - za;   
242.                                     double z2p = Sensor.getzp()[i] - zb;  
243.                                       
244.                                     for (int m = 0; m<n_div_x; m++) {  
245.                                         double xb = Scales.getw() * ((double)m / n_div_x + 

1. / n_div_x);  
246.                                         double xa = Scales.getw() * ((double)m / n_div_x);  

247.                                         double x1p = x[j] - Scales.getw() * 2 * k - xa;   
248.                                         double x2p = x[j] - Scales.getw() * 2 * k - xb;  
249.                                         double r1p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z1p,2) + Math.pow(x

1p,2));  
250.                                         double r2p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z1p,2) + Math.pow(x

2p,2));  
251.                                         double r3p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z2p,2) + Math.pow(x

1p,2));  
252.                                         double r4p = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(z2p,2) + Math.pow(x

2p,2));  
253.                                           
254.                                         h += - 0.001 * M / (Scales.gett() * 8 * Math.PI) * 

(za-zb) * (xb-xa)   
255.                                              * (z1p / Math.pow(r1p,2) + z1p / Math.pow(r2p,

2) + z2p / Math.pow(r3p,2) + z2p / Math.pow(r4p,2));    
256.                                     }  
257.                                       
258.                                 }*/   
259.                                    
260.                             }   
261.                         }   
262.                            
263.                         // magnetization along z   
264.                         else if (Scales.getmagnetization().equals("z")){   
265.                                
266.                             // x component   
267.                             if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("x")) {   
268.                                 h += - M / (2 * Math.PI) * Math.log(r4/r3)   
269.                                      + M / (2 * Math.PI) * Math.log(r2/r1);   
270.                             }   
271.    
272.                             // y component   
273.                             else if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("y")) {   
274.                                 h += 0.0;   
275.                             }   
276.                                
277.                             // z component   
278.                             else if (Sensor.getsensing().equals("z")) {   
279.                                 h += - M / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta3   
280.                                      + M / (2 * Math.PI) * dtheta4;   
281.                             }   
282.                         }   
283.    
284.                         H[i][j] += h;   
285.                     }   
286.                 }   
287.             }   
288.         }   
289.            
290.         // average over height   
291.         for (int j = 0; j < P; j++) {   
292.             for (int i = 0; i < Sensor.getnSensor(); i++) {   
293.                 HAverage[j] += H[i][j];   
294.             }   
295.             HAverage[j]/=5;   
296.         }   
297.         return HAverage;   
298.     }       
299.            
300.     // SETTERS //   
301.     public static void setrd(double readingDistance) {   
302.         rd = readingDistance * 1e-6;   
303.     }   
304.        
305.     public static void setdx(double resolution) {   
306.         dx = resolution * 1e-6;   
307.     }   
308.        
309.     // GETTERS //   
310.     public static double getrd() {return rd;}   
311.        
312.     public static double getdx() {return dx;}   
313.        

314. }   

 

 

Scales.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. /**  
4.  *  
5.  * For private properties related directly to the scales;  
6.  * Includes setters and getters;  
7.  * Future non-periodic patterns will be described here.  
8.  */   
9. public class Scales {   
10.     private static double w;             // structure width [m]   
11.     private static double pp;            // pole pitch [m]   
12.     private static double t;             // thickness [m]   
13.     private static double l;             // structure length [m]   
14.     private static String magnetization; // x, y or z   
15.     private static double Mr;            // remanent magnetization [A/m]   
16.     private static double Ms;            // saturation magnetization [A/m]   
17.     private static double deltaM;        // delta M over the depth [%]   
18.     private static int N;                // number of poles   
19.        
20.        
21.     // SETTERS //   
22.     public static void setw(double width) {   
23.         w = width * 1e-6;   
24.     }      
25.        
26.     public static void setpp(double polePitch) {   
27.         pp = polePitch * 1e-6;   
28.     }   
29.        
30.     public static void sett(double thickness) {   
31.         t = thickness * 1e-6;   
32.     }   
33.        
34.     public static void setl(double length) {   
35.         l = length * 1e-3;   
36.     }   
37.        
38.     public static void setmagnetization(String direction) {   
39.         magnetization = direction;   
40.     }   
41.          
42.     public static void setMr(double remanence) {   
43.         Mr = remanence * 1e3;   
44.     }       
45.        
46.     public static void setMs(double saturation) {   
47.         Ms = saturation * 1e3;   
48.     }   
49.        
50.     public static void setdeltaM(double delta) {   
51.         deltaM = delta/100;   
52.     }   
53.                
54.     public static void setN(int poleNumber) {   
55.         N = poleNumber;   
56.     }   
57.           // GETTERS //   
58.     public static double getw() {return w;}   
59.        
60.     public static double getpp() {return pp;}   
61.        
62.     public static double gett() {return t;}   
63.        



64.     public static double getl() {return l;}   
65.        
66.     public static String getmagnetization() {return magnetization;}   
67.        
68.     public static double getMr() {return Mr;}   
69.        
70.     public static double getMs() {return Ms;}   
71.        
72.     public static double getdeltaM() {return deltaM;}   
73.        
74.     public static int getN() {return N;}   
75.        
76.     public static boolean[] getsaturated() {return saturated;}   
77. }   

Sensor.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. /**  
4.  *  
5.  * For private properties related to the sensor;  
6.  * It contains an array with the heights where the field will be computed;  
7.  * SENSOR 1:  
8.  *  sensitive to Hz  
9.  *  width = 10um  
10.  *  height = 4um -> 5 reference points   
11.  * Other sensor types will be added in the future  
12.  */   
13. public class Sensor {   
14.     private static int sensorType;         // default = 1   
15.     private static int nSensor;            // number of reference points   
16.     private static String sensing;         // sensing direction (x or z)   
17.     private static double sensingPosition; // sensor position along y [m]   
18.        
19.     private static double offset;          // z(sensor bottom) - z(chip bottom) [m]   
20.     private static double[] zp;            // array for the heights   
21.    
22.     // SETTERS //   
23.     public static void setsensorType(int type) {   
24.         if (type == 1) {   
25.             sensorType = type;   
26.             nSensor = 5;   
27.             offset = 26e-6;   
28.         }   
29.            
30.         else {   
31.             System.out.println("Error setting sensor type. "   
32.                     + "Asssuming default sensor: 1");   
33.             sensorType = 1;   
34.             nSensor = 5;   
35.             offset = 26e-6;   
36.         }   
37.     }   
38.    
39.     public static void setzp() {   
40.         zp = new double[nSensor];   
41.         for (int i = 0; i < nSensor; i++) {   
42.             zp[i] = Field.getrd() + offset + 1e-6 * i;   
43.         }   
44.     }   
45.        
46.     public static void setsensing(String axis) {   
47.         if (axis.equals("x")) {   
48.             sensing = "x";   
49.         }   
50.            
51.         else if (axis.equals("y")) {   
52.             sensing = "y";   
53.         }   
54.            

55.         else if (axis.equals("z")) {   
56.             sensing = "z";   
57.         }   
58.            
59.         else {   
60.             System.out.println("Error setting sensing direction. "   
61.                     + "Assuming default value: z axis");   
62.             sensing = "z";   
63.         }   
64.     }   
65.        
66.     public static void setsensingPosition(double position) {   
67.         sensingPosition = position * 1e-3;   
68.     }   
69.        
70.     // GETTERS //   
71.     public static double[] getzp() {return zp;}   
72.        
73.     public static int getnSensor() {return nSensor;}   
74.        
75.     public static int getsensorType() {return sensorType;}   
76.            
77.     public static String getsensing() {return sensing;}   
78.        
79.     public static double getsensingPosition() {return sensingPosition;}   
80. }   

Conversions.java 

1. package scaleui;   
2.    
3. /**  
4.  *  
5.  * Includes methods that perform conversions;  
6.  * 1) AmToOe: from A/m to Oe  
7.  * 2) AmTouT: from A/m to uT  
8.  * 3) mTomm: from m to mm  
9.  */   
10. public class Conversions {   
11.     // A/m to Oe   
12.     public static double AmToOe(double number) {   
13.         return number * 4 * Math.PI / 1e3;   
14.     }   
15.        
16.     // A/m to uT   
17.     public static double AmTouT(double number) {   
18.         return number * 4 * Math.PI / 1e3 * 1e2;   
19.     }   
20.        
21.     // m to mm   
22.     public static double mTomm (double number) {   
23.         return number * 1000;   
24.     }       
25. }   
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Appendix B

Sensor Fabrication Runsheet

This Appendix contains the runsheet of the fabrication process of the TMR sensors described in Chapter

4.
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Run Sheet – GePos | V1A   Pole Pitch: 0.5 mm / 1 mm    

Responsible: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa / Karla Merazzo  Sample ID: GePos_MTJ_V1_A  

Process Start:  05 / 06 / 2018                   Process Finish:  18 / 07 / 2018 

STEP 1: TMR stack deposition                                                                                                                                     - - / - - / - - - - 
 

 
Operator: INL                        Sample ID: TJ1238  
 
Stack: [Ta 50 | Ru 150]x2 | Ta 50 | Ru 50 | IrMn 200 | Co70Fe30 20 | Ru 8.5 | (Co70Fe30)80B20 26 | MgO 10 | 
(Co70Fe30)80B20 20 | Ta 2 | NiFe 40 | Ru 2 | IrMn 60 | Ru 20 | Ta 50 | Ru 100 (thicknesses in Å) 
 
Total Thickness: 1058.6 Å 

Thickness (Cap - Barrier): 294.1 Å | Thickness (SAF – ½ AFM):  458.6 Å | Thickness (down to MgO): 304.1 Å 
  

STEP 2: Bottom electrode definition (L0) – 1st lithography                                                                                      05/06/2018 
 

Operator:  Karla Merazzo / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa          Machine: Heidelberg DWL  

1.1. 60 s heating on the developing track oven (vapor prime was not available) 

1.2. 1.5 µm photoresist coating (Recipe 6/2)  

1.3. Lithography (Single Exposure) 

Map: IT1V3_C  Mask: GePos_MTJ_v1_L0 (\h5 - INVERTED) 

Energy: 90 Focus:  85        

Die dimensions: [X: 8400; Y: 8400] m   

# Dies:  10 Total Time:   20 min (2 min/die) 

[X0: 4300Y0: 4300] m (from bottom left corner) 

1.4. Develop (Recipe 6/2) 

1.5. Observations:  
Bottom electrode size: 25x19 µm2 (nominal) 

Dies 19 and 20 were not fully exposed, therefore, they shall not be included in posterior exposures. 

 

STEP 3: Bottom electrode definition – ion milling                                                                                                      06/06/2018 

Operator:  Karla Merazzo / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                                 Machine: Nordiko 3600 

Total thickness to etch: 1060 Å (etch rate: 1 Å/s)  

Base Pressure (Torr): 1.20 × 10-6   

Batch: Junction_etch                       Recipe: etch_junction_stack_all_45deg 

Steps: 120 s @45º + 5x [200 s cooldown @45º + 180 s @45º] (1020 s total etch time) 

 

 

Observations: chamber pressure = 5.15 × 10-5 Torr. No over-etch. Assist gun did not need to be cleaned as the 
previous process was an etch. Upon optical inspection, the silicon substrate is visible. 

 

STEP 4: Resist Strip                                                                                                                                                          06/06/2018 
 

Operator: Karla Merazzo / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                 Machine: grey area wetbench 

Conditions: Microstrip 3001 + Temperature: 60ºC + Ultrasounds 

Cleaning: IPA rinse / DI water rinse / Dry with compressed air gun    Total Time: 1 h 

Observations: microstrip was preheated at 60ºC for 20 min prior to sample immersion. Photoresist was successfully 
removed. Some small residues of the MTJ stack are visible in areas where there should not be any. 

 

STEP 5: Sensor definition (L1) – 2nd lithography                                                                                                          06/06/2018 
 

Operator: Karla Merazzo / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                                 Machine: Heidelberg DWL 

1.1. 60s heating on the developing track oven (vapor prime was not available) 

1.2. 1.5 µm photoresist coating (Recipe 6/2) 

1.3. Lithography (Single exposure) 

Map: IT1V3_C  Mask: Gepos_MTJ_v1_L1 (\h5 - INVERTED)  

Energy: 90 Focus:  85    

Die dimensions: [X: 8400; Y: 8400] m   

# Dies:  8 Total Time: 40 min 

[X0: 4300Y0: 4300] m (from bottom left corner) 

Alignment marks:    

L0: [X = 168; Y = -46] m + [X = 2000; Y = 4200] m (left bottom corner, 1st column) 

1.4. Develop (Recipe 6/2) – only 45 seconds 

Observations: pillar size = 20x2 µm2 (nominal) 
 

STEP 6: Sensor definition – ion milling                                                                                                                         06/06/2018 
 

Operator: Karla Merazzo / Sofia Abrunhosa                 Machine: Nordiko 3600 

Total thickness to etch: 458.6 Å (etch rate: 1 Å/s) 

Base Pressure (Torr): ---   

Batch: etch_junction Recipe: etch_junction_top_electrode 

Steps: 200’’ @60º + 200’’ cooldown @60º + 90’’ @60º + 100’’ @30º + 200’’ cooldown + 50’’ @60º + 30’’ @30º (470’’ 
total etch time) 

 

Assist Gun Power (W) V+ (V) I+ (mA) V- (V) I- (mA) Ar Flux (sccm) Pan (deg) Rotation (rpm) 

Set Point 190 735 105 350 - 10 45 30 

Read Values 205 724.5 104.3 345 2.3 10.2 45 30 



 

Observations: chamber pressure = 5.11 × 10-5 Torr. The first 290’’ (@60) corresponded to the etching until the MgO 
barrier. 

 

STEP 7: Lateral passivation – Al2O3 deposition                                                                                                     06-07/06/2018 
 

Operator: Karla Merazzo / Sofia Abrunhosa                         Machine: UHV2 

Base Pressure: 2.0 × 10-6 Torr 

Parameter 
Deposition rate 

(Å/min) 
Deposition time 

Al2O3 tickness 
(Å) 

Ar gas flow 
(sccm) 

Pressure 
(mTorr) 

RF Power 
(W) 

Set Point 11.5 1h53 1300 45 - 200 

Read Values 9.9* - 1115* 44.2 1.1 200 
 

             * from calibration sample 

Observations: turbopump frequency = 545Hz. 

             Measured thickness (calibration sample): profilometer – 1150 Å; ellipsometer – 1080 ± 28 Å (n = 1.68 ± 0.02) 

 

STEP 8: Lateral passivation – Al2O3 lift-off                                                                                                                   07/06/2018 
 

Operator: Karla Merazzo / Sofia Abrunhosa / Tiago Costa                                                     Machine: grey area wetbench 

Conditions: Microstrip 3001 + Temperature: 60ºC + Ultrasounds 

Cleaning: IPA rinse / DI water rinse / Dry with compressed air gun   Total Time: 17.5 h (left overnight) 

Observations: sample was cleaned every 30-45 min with a cotton tip. All MTJ pillars were open. If this was not the 
case, it would not be advisable to proceed to the next step. Further cleaning would be necessary. 

  

STEP 9: Contacts definition (L2) – 3rd Lithography                                                                                                     08/06/2018 
 

Operator: Karla Merazzo / Sofia Abrunhosa / Tiago Costa                                     Machine: Heidelberg DWL 

1.1. 120s heating on the developing track oven (vapor prime was not available) 

1.2. 1.5 µm photoresist coating (Recipe 6/2) 

1.3. Pre-developing (no bake + 15 seconds developer) 

1.4. Lithography 

Map: IT1V3_C  Mask: GePos_MTJ_v1_L2 (\h5 – NON-INVERTED)  

Energy: 100 Focus: 85       

Die dimensions: [X: 8400; Y: 8400] m   

# Dies: 8 Total Time: 40 min 

Assist Gun Power (W) V+ (V) I+ (mA) V- (V) I- (mA) Ar Flux (sccm) Rotation (rpm) 

Set Point 190 735 105 350 - 10 30 

Read Values 209 724.5 104.1 345.3 2.3 10.2 30 

[X0:  4300Y0: 4300] m (from bottom left corner) 

Alignment marks:    

L0: [X = 168; Y = -46] m + [X = 2000; Y = 4200] m (left bottom corner, 1st column) 

1.5. Develop (Recipe 6/2) 

Observations: all structures are well defined on all dies. Die 25 presents scratch marks. 
 
STEP 10: 1st metalization – soft-etch                                                                                                                           11/06/2018 

Operator:  Pedro Ribeiro / Karla Merazzo / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                       Machine: Nordiko 3600 

Total thickness to etch: 30 Å (etch rate: 1 Å/s)  

Base Pressure (Torr): 2.38 × 10-6   

Recipe: etch pan 60º soft 

Steps: 30’’ @60º 

 

Observations: visually, everything is okay. 
 
STEP 11: 1st metalization – Au deposition                                                                                                             11-12/06/2018 

Operator: Pedro Ribeiro / Karla Merazzo / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                                 Machine: Alcatel SCM450 

Conditions: 

Material 
Deposition rate 

(Å/min) 
Deposition time Thickness (Å) 

Ar gas flow 
(sccm) 

Pressure 
(mTorr) 

Power (W) 

Cr 40 (nominal) 2min30s 100 20 1.79 2.0 (DC) 

Au 50 (nominal) 60min 3000 20 1.78 2.0 (RF) 

 

Observations: visually, everything is okay. This step is usually done at N7000 (3000 Å AlSiCu + 150 Å TiWN2), which 
was undergoing maintenance at the time. 

  

STEP 12: 1st metalization – metal lift-off                                                                                                                     12/06/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa / Karla Merazzo                 Machine: grey area wetbench 

Conditions: Microstrip 3001 + Temperature: 60ºC + Ultrasounds 

Cleaning: IPA rinse / DI water rinse / Dry with compressed air gun   Total Time: 1h20min 

Observations: microstrip was preheated prior to sample immersion. Microscope and profilometer inspections were 
made and no lift-off residues were found. If these had been present, the sample should have been cleaned with a 
cotton tip embedded in acetone. 

  

Assist Gun Power (W) V+ (V) I+ (mA) V- (V) I- (mA) Ar Flux (sccm) Pan (deg) Rotation (rpm) 

Read Values 199 724.5 104.2 344 2.9 10.2 60 30 



 

STEP 13a: Spacer layer – SiO2 deposition                                                                                                              18-19/06/2018 

Operator: Sara Sequeira / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                                    Machine: Alcatel SCM450 

Conditions: 

Material 
Deposition rate 

(Å/min) 
Deposition time Thickness (Å) 

Ar gas flow 
(sccm) 

Pressure 
(mTorr) 

Power (W) 

SiO2 28 (nominal) 2h23min 4000 20 1.78 141 (RF) 

Base Pressure: 1.53 × 10-6 

Observations: reflected power = 0 W. 

Measured thickness (calibration sample): profilometer – 3618 ± 84 Å; ellipsometer – 3529 ± 61 Å 

This step was supposed to replace a Si3N4 deposition, but Electrotech was under maintenance. After the 3rd 
lithography (step 14), this layer of SiO2 started peeling off the sample. It was suggested that depositing this material 
directly on top of Au did not promote good adhesion. If necessary to do this in the future, it is recommended to 
deposit another layer of Cr between the Au and SiO2. 

As Electrotech was now available, the sample was immersed in acetone (for 45min, without temperature or 
ultrasounds) to remove as much SiO2 as possible and the process proceeded as if there had not been a SiO2 

deposition. In case this occurrence compromised the sample, a second process (identical up to step 24) was started 
at this time. 

 

STEP 13: Spacer layer – Si3N4 deposition                                                                                                                     21/06/2018 

Operator: Fernando Silva                       Machine: Electrotech 

Conditions: 

 Si3N4 Thickness: 4000 Å 

Observations: film seems to have adhered well to the sample. 

Measured thickness (calibration sample): ellipsometer – 3421 ± 31 Å 

STEP 14: Vias for 2nd metalization (L3) – 4th Lithography                                                                                         22/06/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa            Machine: Heidelberg DWL 

1.1. 120s heating on the developing track oven (vapor prime was not available) 

1.2. 1.5 µm photoresist coating (Recipe 6/2) 

1.3. Lithography 

Map: IT1V3_C  Mask: GePos_MTJ_v1_L3 (\h5 – NON- INVERTED)  

Energy: 50  Focus: 95       

Die dimensions: [X: 8400; Y: 8400] m   

# Dies:  8   Total Time: 40 min 

[X0: 4300Y0: 4300] m (from bottom left corner) 

Alignment marks:    

L2: [X = 612; Y = -46] m + [X = 2000; Y = 4200] m (left bottom corner, 3rd column) 

1.4. Develop (Recipe 6/2) 

Observations: vias are only over the metal contacts. 

 

STEP 15: Vias for 2nd metalization – Reactive Ion Etching                                                                                       22/06/2018 

Operator: Virgínia Soares / Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa    Machine: LAM Rainbow 4520 

Conditions: 

 Recipe: low power no O2  Si3N4 Thickness to etch: 3400 Å  

 Etch Rate: 5.7 Å/s 

 Pressure (Torr) Etch time (s) Power (RF) Ar Flux (sccm) CF4 Flux (sccm) O2 (sccm) 

Setpoint 140 4 x 150s 100 200 100 0 

Observed 140.5 
Total time: 600s 

Over-etch: no 
103.2 200.7 100 0 

 

Observations: through microscope inspection, the vias are clearly open as the Au can be seen through them. 
 
STEP 16: Resist Strip                                                                                                                                                        23/06/2018 
 

Operator: Karla Merazzo                     Machine: grey area wetbench 

Conditions: Microstrip 3001 + Temperature: 60ºC + Ultrasounds 

Cleaning: IPA rinse / DI water rinse / Dry with compressed air gun 

Total Time: 1h 

Observations: visually, everything is okay. 
 

STEP 17: 2nd metalization (L4) – 5th Lithography                                                                                                       23/06/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa / Karla Merazzo                                                            Machine: Heidelberg DWL 

1.1. 120s heating on the developing track oven (vapor prime was not available) 

1.2. 1.5 µm photoresist coating (Recipe 6/2) 

1.3. Pre-developing (no bake + 10 seconds developer) 

1.4. Lithography 

Map: IT1V3_C  Mask: GePos_MTJ_v1_L4 (\h5 – NON-INVERTED)  

Energy: 60 Focus:  95       

Die dimensions: [X: 8400; Y: 8400] m   

# Dies: 8 Total Time: 40 min 

[X0: 4400Y0: 4400] m (from bottom left corner) 

Alignment marks:    

L0: [X = 168; Y = 46] m + [X = 2000; Y = 4200] m (left bottom corner, 1st column) 

1.4. Develop (Recipe 6/2) 

Observations: metal lines seem aligned upon optical microscope inspection. 
 

 

 



STEP 18: 2st metalization – soft-etch                                                                                                                           26/06/2018 

Operator:  Tiago Costa                     Machine: Nordiko 3600 

Total thickness to etch: 30 Å (etch rate: 1 Å/s)  

Recipe: etch pan 60º soft 

Steps: 30 s @60º 
 
STEP 19: 2nd metalization – Au deposition                                                                                                            26-27/06/2018 

Operator: Fernando Silva                                         Machine: Alcatel SCM450 

Material 
Deposition rate 

(Å/min) 
Deposition time Thickness (Å) 

Ar gas flow 
(sccm) 

Pressure 
(mTorr) 

Power (W) 

Cr 40 (nominal) 2min30s 100 20 1.78 2.0 (DC) 

Au 50 (nominal) 120min 6000 20 1.78 2.0 (RF) 

 
Observations: visually, everything is okay. This step is usually done at N7000 (6000 Å AlSiCu + 150 Å TiWN2), which 
was undergoing maintenance at the time. 

 Measured thickness (calibration sample): profilometer – 7800 Å 
  

STEP 20: 2nd metalization – Au lift-off                                                                                                                         27/06/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                                 Machine: grey area wetbench 

Conditions: Microstrip 3001 + Temperature: 60ºC + Ultrasounds 

Cleaning: IPA rinse / DI water rinse / Dry with compressed air gun 

Total Time: 1h50min 

Observations: microstrip was preheated prior to sample immersion. Upon inspection on the optical microscope, no 
some lift-off residues were observed. The sample was cleaned with a cotton tip and acetone. A second inspection 
showed no residues were left. 
  

STEP 21: Passivation (L5) – 6th lithography                                                                                                                 29/06/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa            Machine: Heidelberg DWL 

1.1. 120s heating on the developing track oven (vapor prime was not available) 

1.2. 1.5 µm photoresist coating (Recipe 6/2) 

1.3. Pre-developing (no bake + 10 seconds developer) 

1.4. Lithography 

Map: IT1V3_C  Mask: GePos_MTJ_v1_L5 (\h5 – INVERTED)  

Energy: 60 Focus:  95       

Die dimensions: [X: 8400; Y: 8400] m   

# Dies: 8   Total Time: 40 min 

[X0: 4300Y0: 4300] m (from bottom left corner) 

Alignment marks:    

L0: [X = 168; Y = 46] m + [X = 2000; Y = 4200] m (left bottom corner, 1st column) 

1.5. Develop (Recipe 6/2) 

Observations: upon microscope inspection, everything is okay 

STEP 22: Passivation – Al2O3 deposition                                                                                                                 02-03/07/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa                     Machine: UHV2 

Conditions: 

Parameter 
Deposition rate 

(Å/min) 
Deposition time 

(h) 
Al2O3 tickness 

(Å) 
Ar gas flow 

(sccm) 
Pressure 
(mTorr) 

RF Power 
(W) 

Set Point 11 2h20min 1500 45 - 201 

Read Values - - - 44.6 6.3 200 

 

STEP 23: Passivation – Al2O3 lift-off                                                                                                                              03/07/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa                      Machine: grey area wetbench 

Conditions: Microstrip 3001 + Temperature: 60ºC + Ultrasounds 

Cleaning: IPA rinse / DI water rinse / Dry with compressed air gun 

Total Time: 50min 

Observations: as seen through the optical microscope, all contact pads are exposed 

 

STEP 24: 1st annealing                                                                                                                                                     06/07/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                            Machine: New Annealing Setup 

Conditions: parallel to sensing direction (e.a.) 

 

 Note: Tset = 270ºC; Heating Rate = 6ºC/min 

Observations: the sample was too wide to fit in the holder of the new annealing setup (~1in wide). As such, the 
sample was cut, in the Disco DAD dicing saw, approximately in half: sample A1 contains dies 16, 17, 21 and 22, A2 
contains dies 18, 23, 24 and 25. After cutting, the sample was immersed in microstrip for 2min with ultrasounds to 
remove any residues. 

 

 

 

45 min 

29 

2 h 

270 30 

1 T 



STEP 25: MFG definition (L6) – 7th lithography                                                                       A1: 09/07/2018 A2: 13/07/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa            Machine: Heidelberg DWL 

1.1. 120s heating on the developing track oven (vapor prime was not available) 

1.2. 1.5 µm photoresist coating (Recipe 6/2) 

1.3. Pre-developing (no bake + 10 seconds developer) 

1.4. Lithography 

Map: IT1V3_C  Mask: GePos_MTJ_v1_L6 (\h5 – INVERTED)  

Energy: A1: 60; A2: 65 Focus:  95       

Die dimensions: [X: 8400; Y: 8400] m   

# Dies: 8   Total Time: 40 min 

[X0: 4300Y0: 4300] m (from bottom left corner) 

Alignment marks:    

A2 – L0: [X = 168; Y = 54] m + [X = 2000; Y = 4200] m (left bottom corner, 1st column) 

A1 – L4: [X = 1056; Y = 54] m + [X = 2000; Y = 4200] m (left bottom corner, 1st column) 

1.5. Develop (Recipe 6/2) 

Observations: upon microscope inspection, everything is okay 

STEP 26: Adhesion layer – Ta deposition                                                                                 A1: 09/07/2018 A2: 13/07/2018 

Operator:  Tiago Costa                                                                                                   Machine: Nordiko 3600 

Samples: GePos_MTJ_v1_A1 / GePos_MTJ_v1_A2 

Material: Ta (50 Å), deposition rate = 0.27 Å/s 

Batch: Ta_100A                       Recipe: T2_Ta50A_120mA_1005V 

Chamber pressure: A1: 4.96 x 10-5 Torr; A2: 4.79 x 10-5 Torr 

Observations: pan angle = 181º, 30 rpm 

  

Sample 
FWD 

Power (W) 
REF Power 

(W) 
Grid 1 

(V) 
Grid 1 
(mA) 

Grid 2 
(V) 

Grid 2 
(mA) 

Grid 3 
(V) 

Grid 3 
(mA) 

Ar flux 
(sccm) 

Xe flux 
(sccm) 

A1 156 2 988.1 119.6 271 1.2 52 0.9 0.2 4.1 

A2 166 2 988.1 119.9 271 1.1 52 0.9 0.2 4.1 

STEP 27: MFG definition – CZN deposition                                                                  A1: 09-10/07/2018 A2: 13-16/07/2018 

Operator:  Tiago Costa                                                                                                                 Machine: UHV1 

Samples: GePos_MTJ_v1_A1 / GePos_MTJ_v1_A2 

Material: CoZrNb (5000 Å), deposition rate = 52.6 Å/min 

Base pressure: A1: 2.3 x 10-8 Torr; A2: 1.8 x 10-8 Torr 

 

 

 

 

 

Observations: for both samples, the photoresist seemed to have peeled off during deposition. Some material 
seemed to have been deposited directly on the sample, where it was not supposed to be. 

 

STEP 28: MFG definition – CZN lift-off                                                                          A1: 10-13/07/2018 A2: 16-17/07/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa / Sofia Abrunhosa                   Machine: grey area wetbench 

Conditions: Microstrip 3001 + Temperature: 60ºC + Ultrasounds 

Cleaning: IPA rinse / DI water rinse / Dry with compressed air gun 

Total Time: A1: almost 3 days with regular microstrip replacements; A2: 1 day 

Observations: a complete lift-off was never observed. Some chips had well defined MFGs, others had CZN over the 
pads. Only a few fully functional chips are expected. 

Sample A1 was also subjected to cleaning with a cotton tip and acetone, which improved the lift-off but also 
damaged the structures. We only tried this solution as the sample would be unusable otherwise. For a “good” 
sample, this should not be standard procedure, as it is very destructive. 

 

STEP 29: 2nd annealing                                                                                                                                              16-18/07/2018 
 

Operator: Tiago Costa                                                                     Machine: Old Annealing Setup 

Conditions: perpendicular to sensing direction (e.a.)  

16/07/2018: 1h / 130ºC (Tset = 110ºC) / 0.03 T (6000 ppm) 

After this step, it was observed that the transfer curves of the sensors suffered little to no alteration (very high offset 
and coercivity). As such, it was decided to repeat this annealing step at a higher temperature. 

18/07/2018: 1h / 180ºC (Tset = 165ºC) / 0.03 T (6000 ppm) 

Sample 
Deposition time 

(min) 
Power 

(W) 
Voltage 

(V) 
Current 

(mA) 
Ar flux 
(sccm) 

Chamber 
pressure (mTorr) 

A1 95 50 368 141 5.0 4.4 

A2 95 50 330 157 5.0 4.4 
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